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FROM THE EDITOR

It has been a
reasonably calm
transition to the IMO
2020 sulphur cap
— but there other
issues that may well
muddy the waters

DODGING
ARMAGEDDON
In the past few years, the clarion call has
been to delay the introduction of 0.5%
low sulphur fuels as the dangers were
many: not enough fuel, crew would be hard
pressed to understand the changes from
one fuel type to another, ships would break
down in the middle of the ocean, and so on.
Quietly, the regulator, the International
Maritime Organization (IMO), has maintained
its line and finally, when the day of reckoning
arrived, the anti-climax was deafening. Not
that the introduction of the IMO 2020 sulphur
cap has been all plain sailing — far from it.
Shortages in some regions and the delays to
vessels, of up to three weeks, in Singapore
are testament to that.
However, as one bunker expert told Clean
Shipping International: “The vessel operators
were so well prepared that the transition has
been very calm.”
Even the major issue in Singapore,
which saw Pacific International Lines’ ships
stranded, was not a failure of the fuel supply,
but rather the consequence of attempting
to supply a number of fuel types with too
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few bunkering barges. Or, as the expert
suggested, once barges had cleaned their
tanks they were reticent to “dirty” them
again by filling them with high-sulphur
fuel again. While events such as these are
unwelcome, they are not the catastrophic
events that were sometimes alluded to in
some shipping circles.
In fact, the conversation has very swiftly
moved on to the greater impact of a faltering
global economy, which has seen declines in
demand for goods and consequent decline
in demand for oil, pushing prices for oil
downward with the knock-on effect of seeing
the price of bunkers also falling.
Added to the general malaise is the
coronavirus issue. This is having the effect of
stalling parts of the industry with a number
of China’s major cities in lock-down and
backlogs of cargo building in ports around
the world. This was definitely not on the
menu when the IMO served up its sulphur
cap regulation.
Cost is not the major issue for the
shipping industry, however, but the spread
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AVAILABLE SLOTS HIGH CAPACITY 60+ EGCS PR MONTH
SHIPS COMMISSIONED: 95+ SYSTEMS ON ORDER: 280+
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regulations. Your sustainability is our
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We are present worldwide.
cleanmarine.no

between fuel types is significant, that is
the price differential between very low
sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO) and 380 heavy
fuel oil (HFO).
On 7 January, bunker prices
stood at US$401/tonne for HFO and
$740 for VLSFO. By 10 January, that
convergence had already begun with
a spread of $326 between VLSFO
and HFO, according to figures from
the Sweden-based Marine Bunker
Exchange (MABUX).
Today, the MABUX index shows
a spread of $200/tonne, but the
narrowing of the spread has stalled
over the past few days. That is good
news for shipowners that fitted exhaust
gas cleaning systems (EGCS), which
can offer cheaper freight rates to
those owners that are still operating
on VLSFO.
The spread is key for EGCS users
to recoup the capital cost of the
equipment used to clean the sulphur

“The next deadline
for the maritime
industry is
1 March, when
all ships that do
not have an EGCS
will be precluded
from bunkering, or
storing, HFO. It will
herald the end of
an era”
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from exhaust gases, but the next
deadline for the maritime industry is
1 March, when all ships that do not
have an EGCS will be precluded from
bunkering, or storing, HFO. It will
herald the end of an era and, as with
the nature of such things, the entry into
a great new epoch.
For owners with open loop
capabilities on their EGCS, the
reports on the use of these scrubbers
and the discharge of washwater will
also be a key factor. However, the
question will arise again at IMO at the
next Marine Environment Protection
Committee meeting, MEPC 75, which
will convene for five days from
30 March.
Even so, Armageddon appears
to be a long way off for the maritime
sector. Its adaptability to new
realities is legendary — and it
will be tested to the full over the
coming decade.
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debates to come. .
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Scrubber Emergency Teams
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TIME TO SHARE
KNOWLEDGE

by Ian Adams
Executive Director,
the Clean Shipping
Alliance 2020

“To discuss
their
experiences,
problems
and
solutions,
the CSA
2020
Executive
Committee
has agreed
to the
formation of
a members’
technical
committee”

As we move into 2020, the year that
inspired the establishment of the Clean
Shipping Alliance 2020 (CSA 2020), we
can reflect on the recent transition driven
by the revised MARPOL Annex VI.
It would appear from recent media
reports that the move to compliant fuel
with a sulphur content below 0.5% m/m
has been relatively smooth and the
shipping world did not grind to a halt as
some doomsayers predicted.
CSA 2020 members were not exempt
from this exercise. While they have fitted
Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems (EGCS)
to some of their fleet, many still had
several vessels that were required to
switch fuel. Of course, this is not the first
change to ships’ fuel and this possibly
explains the reason that problems have
been avoided.
Since the establishment of the first
Emissions Control Area (ECA) in 2005,
which became enforceable in 2006, the
shipping industry has gained invaluable
experience in the technical issues involved
in switching fuels. In those early days
fuel incompatibility issues resulted in
heavy sludging.
This was widespread and although the
number of ships affected was limited (it
was only vessels entering the Baltic Sea),
the lessons learned were widely shared in
the most part by shipowner associations
such as the International Chamber of
Shipping (ICS), Intertanko, Intercargo
and the Baltic and International Maritime
Council (BIMCO).
It was BIMCO working with the
International Bunker Industry Association
(IBIA) that produced guidelines for
shipowners to explain the problems
and how to avoid them.
While CSA 2020 members with vessels
fitted with EGCS have avoided compatibility
issues, others who have been required to
switch to compliant fuels have ensured
that the fuel tanks have been cleaned so
as not to contaminate the fuels that have
to be bunkered. They have also clearly
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taken precautions to minimise the
co-mingling of different fuels in the fuel
system. This has meant that the problems
that occurred in the early days have largely
been avoided.
To discuss their experiences,
problems and solutions, the CSA 2020
Executive Committee (ExCom) has
agreed to the formation of a members’
technical committee.
While yet to be fully finalised, the
first meeting of the CSA 2020 Technical
Committee will be held on Tuesday 7
and Wednesday 8 April 2020, in either
Naples or Amsterdam. Although it
will be a closed meeting, open only to
CSA 2020 members and secretariat,
we anticipate that the technical advice
and recommendations offered by the
membership will be made available to the
wider maritime industry.
The Terms of Reference of the Technical
Committee are:
1. To share/exchange experiences,
problems, solutions related to
scrubber installation and/or operation/
Regulatory Aspects
2. To discuss topics of interest and initiate
joint investigations/research/data
collection where and when required.
3. To jointly approach manufacturers/
suppliers to resolve any technical
issues and improve EGCS service/
performance.
4. To advise ExCOM on the results and
take further action where needed.
It is the intention to hold the Technical
Committee meetings twice a year, but this
will be supported with correspondence
groups, the commissioning of independent
studies and frequent contact with
manufacturers to resolve issues.

For more information,visit:
cleanshippingalliance2020.org
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The washwater
debate will be
heating up as
the latest Marine
Environment
Protection
Committee meeting
takes place

OPEN TO
DEBATE
As the latest Marine Environment Protection
Committee (MEPC) meeting is set to start its
five-day cycle at the end of March the debate
around wash water from marine exhaust gas
cleaning systems has intensified.
A senior scientist from the European
Commission told Clean Shipping
International that while the Delft and
Ministry of Land Infrastructure Tourism
and Transport (MLIT) studies into the
effects of the scrubber wastewater played
down the environmental effects, the EU’s
main concern was not just the variety of
heavy metals researched in these two
analyses, but that there were also lingering
concerns about acidification and, in
particular, eutrophication.
Acidification of water through high levels of
sulphur, often seen as acid rain, can cause the
delicate balance of a body of water to change
and in some circumstances, particularly in the
Baltic region where smoke from UK coal-fired
power stations caused a lot of environmental
damage around 40 years ago, the effect on
wildlife was devastating.
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Group of Experts on the Scientific
Aspects of Marine Environmental
Protection (GESAMP).
Using the GESAMP methodology,
Saitoh outlines how the MLIT study
had exposed water life, including plant
and marine life such as crustaceans
and fish, to water that contained the
washwater and he said there were no
ill effects on marine life.
“One of the reasons for the lack of
an effect is the very quick absorption
of chemicals and the time for dilution
— it takes three seconds to dilute
the solution at concentrations of 500
to one. It’s very quick. It means that
the washwater cannot affect fish,
crustaceans and plant life.”
Dilution levels of five to one, that
is 80% water, would not affect marine
life, but the actual amounts are tiny in
comparison. The accumulation of heavy
metals is uncertain in the Japanese
study, even though MLIT was careful to
present the worst-case scenario. The
research remains a simulation of the
actual effects.

HEAVY METAL DATA

Eutrophication is in many ways the
opposite difficulty. Nutrients in the wash
water feed algae and the growth of the algae
draws the oxygen from the surrounding
water suffocating the life out all the other
living flora and fauna.
Talking to Clean Shipping International,
Naohiro Saitoh, deputy director of the
Maritime Bureau at MLIT, explained why
Japan is not concerned by the EU’s position.
“In our view, acidification is not very
likely to occur because the ocean is very
large and it is naturally alkaline with a PH
of above 7, about 8.2,” Saitoh says. He went
on to say that the tiny amounts of discharge
water would not be sufficient to acidify even
an area that is partially enclosed, such as
a bay.
Eutrophication, however, is another
matter. Saitoh, one of the architects of the
MLIT research into washwater, was more
circumspect about the effects of this on
the ocean environment. According to the
MLIT, its study used the universal and
technical methodology outlined by the joint
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However, Saitoh adds “there is no
data on how much heavy metals will
accumulate in the future, even though
we took the worst-case scenario where
all vessels were fitted with open loop
scrubbers and deposited washwater
the comparisons also considered the
acidity of heavy metals.”
Saitoh also points out that while
the MLIT research was based on
accepted methodologies, it only
used simulation data. There was no
real-world experience to base this
research on, Saitoh admits.
Without actual data, it is difficult
for MLIT to be definitive about the
long-term effects of washwater. In
another study, commissioned by the
Cruise Lines International Association
Europe (CLIA Europe), Interferry and
the European Community
Shipowners’ Associations (ECSA) and
carried out by CE Delft, scrubber
emissions into European port areas
were evaluated to predict
concentrations in ports, estuaries,
rivers and in open water, in the North
Sea and Baltic regions.

The CE Delft study sought to develop
a methodology that can be used
globally to measure the impact of open
loop exhaust gas cleaning systems
using computer modelling.
According to CE Delft, the study
“calculates the predicted equilibrium
concentrations for 11 metals and 16
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
(PAHs). Four of these metals and seven
PAHs are priority substances under the
European Water Framework Directive
(EU WFD).”

LITTLE CONCENTRATION

As with the results from the MLIT
research, the CE Delft study shows
very little concentrations in the
results, regarding the heavy metal
accumulation in the water.
“In most ports and for most
substances, the increase in
concentrations caused by continuous
discharge of a relatively high amount
of EGCS washwater is less than 0.1%
of the limit value in the EU WFD for
2021 for these priority substances.
In ports with low hydrodynamic
exchange (such as in the Baltic sea),
the increase in concentration can
amount to 0.6% of the limit value for
a few PAHs. The study also evaluates
the accumulation of substances in
port sediment,” said CE Delft.
The study uses the marine
antifoulant model MAMPEC to predict
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environmental concentrations, to
calculate the balance of substances
in ports. MAMPEC is widely used in
a regulatory context, says CE Delft
for, among other things, the approval
of ballast water systems and
antifouling agents.
Research into the fouling of the
oceans has concentrated on pollution
by heavy metals such as cadmium,
mercury and nickel.
In conclusion, the CE Delft study
reported: “Our results show that
equilibrium concentrations of metals
and PAHs in the water and the fiveyear sediment concentrations depend
predominantly on the hydrodynamic
exchange of the port water with the
surrounding waters.
As an example, a port with a
wider port entrance will lead to
lower concentrations than an
enclosed port with a narrower port
entrance. Additionally, a river port
that is not enclosed and has a
continuous water exchange will lead
to lower concentrations than an
enclosed port with a wide
port entrance.”
However, Jasper Faber, one of the
authors of the CE Delft study, told
Clean Shipping International: “It is
indeed true that we did not look at
discharges of nitrogen or changes in
nitrogen concentration in the water.
This was not in the scope of the study.
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CLEAN MARINE: PIONEER
IN SCRUBBER SYSTEMS
The CEO of one of the world’s leading
scrubber manufacturers, Clean
Marine, shares his views on the effects
of IMO 2020, green shipping and
scrubber technology development.
Following the implementation
of new limits on sulphur emission
that came into effect on 1 January
2020, the global shipping market has
already seen some big changes. The
largest disruption has so far been the
significant cost savings that scrubberfitted vessels benefit from.
For example, with a fuel price spread
of over $300/MT between heavy fuel oil
(HFO) and very low sulphur oil (VLSO)
— which was the case in early January
— scrubber-fitted very large crude
carriers had an average cost saving of
$23,000 per day compared with vessels
running on VLSFO.
“Shipowners who have installed
scrubbers are probably delighted
with their investment,” says Nils HøyPetersen, CEO of Clean Marine.

SCRUBBERS SINCE 2004

Clean Marine’s research and
development into scrubbers started
already in 2004. It has since pioneered
and delivered hybrid, open- and
closed-loop multi-stream scrubbers to
customers worldwide.
Fast-forward 15 years and the
company is today one of the world’s
leading suppliers of exhaust gas
cleaning systems, or marine scrubbers,
following last year’s announced
merger between Clean Marine and its
competitor FMSI. In January this year,
the merger was formally completed.
The company now services clients
around the world from Singapore,
Indonesia, China, USA, Bulgaria
and Norway.
“The consolidation with FMSI is a
good marriage,” says Høy-Petersen.
“The merger provides additional scale
and ensure continued investment in
developing the best possible product
and services for our customers.
It also enables us to offer higher

manufacturing volumes and shorten
delivery times to shipowners’ benefit.”
The new Clean Marine can produce
between 700 and 800 scrubbers
annually in its highly modern and
strategically positioned factory in
Batam, Indonesia. The company offers
a full turnkey solution, including
installation and commissioning
support to its customers. It also
offers attractive financing through
affiliated companies.

entire lifetime of the vessel. Auxiliary
equipment such as pumps and
analysing units are sourced from
high-quality manufacturers.
The U-type is the best option for
cost-conscious owners looking for
a simple open loop scrubber from a
supplier that is renowned for delivering
high-quality products and services.

BRINGING COSTS DOWN

Last year, Clean Marine launched a
next-generation scrubber product
aimed at cutting shipowners’
investment and installation costs
plus scrubber operating expenditure.
The newly developed SOx scrubber
reduces total installed weight of
infrastructure by more than two thirds,
which means significant capex savings
on the scrubber itself and no need to
strengthen the ship structure prior
to installation.
The simplified scrubber also
reduces installation time from fourfive weeks to three weeks, thereby
cutting docking costs significantly, too.
A prefabricated electric room is one of
the solutions that enables significantly
shorter installation time. All critical
components on the open deck
scrubber are protected from harsh
sea conditions.

NEW U-TYPE SCRUBBER

Clean Marine also offers a U-type
scrubber that is highly competitive in
price and is ideal for meeting IMO2020
regulations for not only tankers, but
perhaps especially bulk carriers, car
carriers and container ships. The
U-type scrubber is a simple, flexible
and cost-effective packed bed scrubber
with no moving parts. It has a low
operating expense and no chemicals
are required.
The U-type is built from a very
high-grade material (SMO254), which
ensures that the scrubber will last the

Clean Marine’s state-of-the art factory in Batam, Indonesia, where it can produce two scrubbers a day

Our most cost-effective U-type scrubber, which
can be installed on all vessel types

UNFOUNDED
WASHWATER CONCERNS

Another recent discussion topic in
the industry has been about whether
washwater from marine scrubbers
transfers harmful emissions from
air to sea or not. Some international
ports have decided to ban open loop
scrubbers fearing that washwater
discharge from marine scrubbers are
harmful to the environment. However,
in recent years, numerous independent
scientific studies have all concluded
that washwater from scrubbers do not
harm the marine environment.
The latest independent study in this
field was published in December 2019
by CE Delft, a research organisation
in the Netherlands. Its conclusion
was that “ships that use exhaust gas
cleaning systems to comply with the
IMO sulphur regulations have a small
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impact on the water quality in ports,
when compared to future EU standards
for priority substances in water”.
The aim of the study was to provide
a method for evaluating the impacts
of using open-loop exhaust gas
cleaning systems in ports on water and
sediment and to test the methodology
conservatively in a series of model
ports, using empirical data of almost
300 washwater samples from 53
different ships.
The CE Delft study concludes that
“ships that use Exhaust Gas Cleaning
Systems (EGCSs) to comply with the
IMO sulphur regulations have a small
impact on the water quality in ports
when compared to future EU standards
for priority substances in water”.
Clean Marine’s scrubbers have
been designed and prepared for hybrid
operation from the very beginning in
2005, but the company also offers
open and closed loop scrubbers.
Shipowners with open loop scrubbers
installed choose to make a fuel switch
in ports where open loop scrubbers
have been banned. As such, Clean
Marine has not been overly exposed
to port bans.

ENCOURAGING
GREEN SHIPPING

Clean Marine is keen to point
out that scrubbers do not only
represent a tool to allow shipowners
to meet the IMO 2020 regulatory
requirements. Høy-Petersen firmly
believes that scrubbers are also an
important stepping-stone towards
transforming the shipping industry into
becoming more sustainable from an
environmental perspective.
“For Clean Marine, IMO 2020
represent an opportunity to establish a
business that has the ambition to solve
even more challenging environmental
issues. We see the SOx focus of IMO
2020 to be the start of a journey that
shall address climate challenge and
transform shipping into a truly green
and sustainable industry. We would
like to contribute and participate in this
effort,” he says.
“IMO should be credited for keeping
all avenues open when putting up
challenging targets. This allows
innovations like maritime scrubbers to
be developed to address the IMO 2020
challenges, but also as steppingstones
for further R&D and developments. The
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shipowners embracing new ideas and
solutions should also be highly credited
for contributing to such development,”
says Høy-Petersen.
There is a clear, major trend
toward greener shipping, driven
by expectations and demands for
the shipping industry to become
more sustainable.
“The green shipping wave is still
in its early stages and we expect that
it will continue to grow over the next
decade,” concludes Høy-Petersen.
Nils Høy-Petersen
CEO
Tel: 47 99 21 15 02
Email: nhp@
cleanmarine.no
Alan Linderoth
Vice
President Sales
Tel:+47 92 44 08 29
Email:alan.linderoth@
cleanmarine.no
cleanmarine.no
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Volatile oil markets,
caused by a number
of economic
factors — including
the trade dispute
between the US
and China and the
outbreak of the
COVID-19 virus —
causing oil prices
to decline, which in
turn has the effect
of pushing down
bunker prices

CHALLENGING
MARKETS DRAW VEIL
OVER BUNKER PRICES
Economic turmoil caused by the COVID-19
virus in China is — partially at least — masking
the trend for the price of bunker fuels,
including the new blends for very low sulphur
fuel oil (VLSFO) in relation to the traditional
bunkers, mainly 380 heavy fuel oil (HFO).
The all-important spread between the
cost of the new fuels and HFO will be the
gauge that will reveal whether those that
chose to fit scrubbers will see a return on
their investment, compared to those that
chose to use the higher-priced very low
sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO), the vast majority
of vessels.
In the short term following the
introduction of the IMO 2020 Sulphur Cap
on 1 January this year, the spread saw a
growing trend with VLSFO declining in price
— although the price of 380 HFO was also
falling, albeit at a slower rate.
Marine Bunker Exchange (MABUX) MD
Sergey Ivanov says it is too early to call it

a trend: “It’s a momentum trend, that is the
trend is down for the moment, but it’s not yet
a long-term trend.”
According to Ivanov, the price of bunker
fuel generally follows the price of crude oil
rising and falling as the supply and demand
for energy fluctuates. Since the beginning
of the year, however, when the sulphur cap
came into force, the price of VLSFO has
fallen faster than the price of HFO, narrowing
the price gap.
On 7 January, the MABUX index showed
bunker prices stood at US$401/tonne
for HFO and US$740 for both VLSFO and
marine gas oil (MGO). By 10 January, that
convergence had already begun with a
spread of US$326 between VLSFO and
HFO with MGO dipping $12/tonne more
than VLSFO.
By the end of January, the gap between
the two fuels had narrowed considerably,
with the global average for HFO at
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Slowing economic
growth ultimately
led to lowsulphur fuels
being comfortably
supplied to begin
the IMO transition
and saw prices fall
through January

VLSFO has fallen faster than the price of HFO, narrowing the price gap

$421/tonne compared to $579/tonne
for VLSFO. At the end of the first
week in February, at the height of
the COVID-19 virus disturbances to
trade, that gap had virtually stopped
narrowing, with HFO prices actually
increasing a by around $2/tonne and
VLSFO remaining static. By midFebruary, movement in the index had
all but stopped, with HFO still around
$180/tonne below the price of VLSFO.
Vessels fitted with exhaust gas
cleaning systems (EGCS) will be
relieved to see the spread remain,
giving these ships a price advantage
over those operating on the higherpriced fuels. However, it remains
uncertain whether the cost of VLSFO
will remain higher by the end of
the year.
Breakthrough, the Washington
DC-based resource for supply chain
managers, believes that the second
quarter will see an increase in VLSFO
fuel prices as refineries traditionally

shut down for maintenance in March
and April, restricting supply.
“The coming carriage ban on March
1, 2020 and the steady destocking of
VLSFO will likely usher price pressure
into the market as we move through
the second quarter. Refineries typically
go through maintenance between
the end of February and the end
of April, which reduces the stocks
of refined products due to a lower
rate of production to keep up with
demand,” said a Breakthrough analysis,
published on 14 February.
This could be good news for operators
of EGCS, but questions will remain as
to whether the price differential can be
maintained up to the end of this year
and into next year. That could depend
on the global economy, according to
Breakthrough, which believes that the
economic downturn has is distorting the
marine fuels picture.
“Slowing economic growth
ultimately led to low-sulphur fuels
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being comfortably supplied to begin
the IMO transition and saw prices
fall through January when price
support was anticipated due to the
significant fuel demand shift. A rebound
across international economies will
be necessary to strengthen oil and
transport fuel demand for the IMO
transition to develop premiums for lowsulphur fuel later this year,” it said.
Some commentators were expecting
a rough transition from high- to low
sulphur fuel, but so far the transition
has been relatively smooth — as Ivanov
pointed out, most ship operators
were very well prepared for the move
to VLSFO.
For those operators with EGCS
fitted, they require the spread to
remain substantial to make certain that
they can receive a return on their very
substantial investment in scrubbers.
Whether the spread will stay positive
for those operators will remain up in
the air for some time to come.
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PURETEQ: LEADING THE
WAY IN SCRUBBER SUPPLY
PureteQ is a Danish engineering
company located in the southern
part of Denmark. PureteQ designs,
delivers and commissions stateof-the-art, reliable and patented
Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems
to shipowners who want to save
money on fuel by continuing use of
heavy fuel oil.
This includes superior quality
and water treatment systems,
which are easy to install and
operate. The open tower in-line
scrubber system has no moving
parts nor any obstructions
such as a packaging layer. The
simple construction requires less
maintenance and it is very simple
to operate for the crew. It features
the lowest operating expenditure
(OPEX) in the business, making it
a very attractive option.
The scrubbers are delivered to
shipyards and shipowners, and
we employ and train maritime
scrubber engineers who will
support the client from signing
of contract to final approval of
the system by flag state. In most
cases, we have service contracts
with clients to ensure optimal
maintenance and calibration of
systems, as well as frequent
refresher training of crews. In
other cases, we just ensure
compliance and guide the crew
when necessary.

SUPREME ENERGYEFFICIENT SCRUBBER

The PureteQ Maritime Scrubber
System has low power
consumption due to a patented
hydrodynamic fluid distribution
and an open tower construction,
which enables low back
pressure. It comes with a stateof-the-art control system with
complete remote accessibility
and an energy optimisation
programme. It features the best,
most reliable components from

renowned suppliers — and it
is reasonably priced. All of this
ensures low OPEX, a short return
on investment and superior
lifelong performance.

SAFE AND
INNOVATIVE ENTRY

According to a new study
published by independent
Norwegian research organisation,
SINTEF, scrubbers are the
most environmentally beneficial
means of meeting global
greenhouse emissions targets.
This report does not stand alone,
as researchers from Denmark
and Japan have reached the
same conclusion.
PureteQ is extremely proud
of being a part of this and intends
to push the boundaries for what
can be done to improve the
environment every day. For this
reason, we invest considerable
time and capital into R&D. We
focus on optimising OPEX and
capital expenditure (CAPEX)
for our customers. Recently,
we have rolled out new,
improved software to all ships
encompassing voyage mode for
energy optimisation as well as
automated functionality on VGP
compliance of washwater.
We have also invested in R&D
in terms of safety measures to
ensure continuous, easy operation
and to avoid malfunctioning. Our
scrubber system is therefore
designed with extensive safety
measures, on and beyond normal
industry standards.
As an example, all PureteQ
scrubber systems comes with a
Water Catch System with level
switches. If for any reason water
should run back towards the
engine, the water will flow into a
Water Catch System and activate
a level switch. This will shut down
the scrubber pumps.
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The list of safety measures installed
is extensive; for a comprehensive
list, please feel free to contact our
CEO, Anders Skibdal, on the contact
information provided at the end.
We want to ensure our clients a safe
entry to the world of scrubbing at a
competitive price.

EASY FLAG
STATE REPORTING

PureteQ has developed a Windowsbased Human Machine Interface (HMI)
that can be operated manually or
automatically according to customer
preferences and crew skills. Remote
accessibility permits PureteQ staff to
perform system upgrades and assist
the crew with online troubleshooting
— and all of this at a very low cost
without physical interference. The open
data protocols provide shipowners with
easy integration of compliance and
performance data into other systems,
as well as easy reporting, which
saves manhours.
Some shipowners prefer that
PureteQ Marine Engineers monitor
the scrubber system and provide
compliance and performance reporting,
as well as online guidance to the crew.

FROM DESIGN TO FINAL
SEA TRIAL AND APPROVAL

PureteQ guides the shipowner
throughout the process, from initial
design to final approval of the system
and installation by the Flag State. The
key to a successful project is close
communication with all stakeholders,
which is why PureteQ has developed
a state-of-the-art project management
system based on SharePoint.
This means that PureteQ monitors
progress and the actual state of all
documents to keep the project on track.
The designated project manager and
his/her team guide every installation to
optimise quality and efficiency during
the installation process, in order to
minimise the off-hire period. Daily
progress reports are made to include

documentation of the installation. As
the devil is in the detail, everything
is double-checked to ensure that
the system remains operational for
many years. PureteQ employees are
not afraid to get their hands dirty.
The project manager also handles
commissioning and sea trials.
We strive to go that extra mile for
our clients. Currently, PureteQ employs
more than 50 marine engineers who
are specialised in development, design
and management of the individual
projects. Our in-house technical
department designs and customises
every scrubber system to the individual
vessel and our project managers are
responsible for project execution.
The project managers receive
extensive training in chemistry,
metallurgy, process technology and
machinery, as well as on-the-job
training, prior to taking on their own
projects. They also receive training
in navigating between all involved
stakeholders, such as shipowner, Class
Societies, Naval Architects, designers,
sub-suppliers and yards. All of this is
to provide the best possible advice to
the shipowner from the minute the
contract is signed until approval of
the system.
The increased lead time on yards
sets even higher demands for
our project managers to perform
meticulous planning and eminent
risk management. These capabilities
are instrumental in on-time delivery
of systems. The planning and risk
management are attained prior to
installation to create the absolute best
starting point, but it is also undertaken
during installation and commissioning.
During installation of the scrubber
system, PureteQ will take an active
part in the shipowners’ project
organisations. The quality of the
installation will be evaluated — from
the bigger things to cable glands —
and the shipowner will be advised on
errors during installation, so that they
may be corrected in time.
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AFTER-SALES SERVICE

To extend our assistance, we have a
well-established Service department
of maritime scrubber specialists.
They have received extensive training
to attain the capabilities that qualify
them to offer exceptional service.
They ensure optimal maintenance
and calibration of systems as well as
frequent refresher training of crews.
We offer fairly-priced service
contracts designed to meet
shipowner’s specific needs. You only
pay for what you get. A service contract
can include (but is not limited to):
• one or more visits to the ship
by PureteQ’s marine engineer,
who assists the crew or shop
in maintenance activities and
calibrating sensors
• refresher training of the ship’s
crew
• manuals and videos to ease
maintenance and operation
activities for the crew
• supply of any spare parts for the
scrubber system worldwide at a
fair price
• online monitoring of scrubbersystem performance and operational
guidance for the crew
• online guidance for the replacement
of spare parts.
Most shipowners prefer conditionbased and/or predictive maintenance
actions in order to minimise costs.
A package of critical spare parts
is supplied in a wooden box, which
is placed on-board the ship during
commissioning. This service is included
as part of the contract for the delivery
of scrubber systems.
For more information, contact:
Anders Skibdal, CEO
Tel: + 45 4017 1400
Email: anders@pureteq.com
Michael Mouritzen, Sales Director
Tel: +45 4014 4481
Email: mim@pureteq.com
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Attention on
exhaust gas cleaning
systems is shifting
from the various
system designs and
their effectiveness
in removing
airborne pollutants
to whether the
washwater has
unacceptable levels
of toxicity and the
economic viability of
the systems

CHANGING MARKET
SPURS DEBATE
Since the start of the year, all eyes have
been on the price of very low sulphur fuel
oil (VLSFO) and the comparison with heavy
fuel oil (HFO), also known as the spread.
Close following of the price movements
reveals a significant narrowing of the price
differentials within the first two months
following the introduction of IMO 2020
on 1 January.
Initially, the spread stood at around
US$340/tonne in early January; by 21
February the spread had effectively halved
to $170.82/tonne and some argue that the
differential may reduce still further. It is
unclear what level the spread would need
to reduce to before it had an effect on the
return on investment (ROI), for those that
have fitted scrubber technology.
Neil Lamerton, a sales manager at
petroleum services company LQM, told
delegates at the Clean Shipping Alliance
2020 conference in central London in midFebruary that the availability of HFO for
the maritime sector is being limited by the
reduction in production by oil refineries; the

lack of available barges, due to a significant
number having their tanks cleaned for the
sale of VLSFO; and demand from other
industries, such as the energy sector, for
the residual fuel.
He went on to tell Clean Shipping
International: “I don’t expect HFO and
VLSFO to ever reach parity, but there is
a chance the spread may become too
narrow for scrubber technology to remain
economically viable.”
According to Lamerton, the narrowing of
the spread could see the ROI for scrubbers
go above the three-year mark and that
owners would likely see that as a negative
influence in their decision-making process,
while considering an investment in EGCS.
In addition, costs for those operating HFO
are currently on the rise and the declining
number of suppliers means that negotiations
over price are either short or non-existent,
says Lamerton.
“We put in an enquiry for HFO in
Rotterdam for a very large crude carrier
and that would normally generate five or six
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Scrubber systems sets out the criteria for discharging scrubber washwater into the sea.

offers, but on this occasion we only had
two,” explains Lamerton.
In a number of regions the
availability of barges — particularly
in parts of Asia — is declining as the
suppliers clean out the tanks of bunker
barges to accommodate VLSFO —
which, contrary to reports before the
introduction of the IMO 2020 regulation,
appears to be available in most ports
from day one of the regulation.
However, some difficulties have
been seen for VLSFO users: mixing
blended fuels can cause compatibility
problems such as waxing of the fuels,
unless the composition of both fuels
is known and appropriate mixing and
blending procedures are followed.
Issues arising for those currently
using scrubber technology are not
only economic, but are also now
under discussion at the International
Maritime Organization (IMO). Decisions
currently under consideration at the
IMO include whether to restrict the
discharge of scrubber washwaters in
some ports. A number of localised bans
are already in place and the European
Union is known to be considering the
issue of washwater deposits and the
effects on local and wider regions
within the ocean environment.
Two of the concerns expressed
by an EU scientist to Clean Shipping
International in autumn last year are the
issues of acidification and eutrophication

— when a body of water becomes overly
enriched with minerals and nutrients.
Valerie Chatterley, an environmental
consultant with VENVECO, who counts
Carnival Cruise amongst her clients,
believes there is no cause for concern
by the authorities. “Having evaluated
the largest database on the contents
of washwater from open loop EGCS
there are very small and in many cases
undetectable levels of components of
potential concern.”
Despite two extensive reports by
CE Delft and Japan’s Ministry of Land
Infrastructure, Tourism and Transport
showing that the long term effects on
marine life are negligible, the current
debate on washwater discharges is far
from over.
According to Chatterley,
eutrophication “hasn’t been raised as
a question of concern because there is
nothing coming out with the washwater
that would lead to eutrophication, so
it’s a non-issue.” She argues that the
correct way to look at the use of EGCS
is not what the negative aspects of
their use could mean, but rather the
“benefits versus consequences”.
A huge benefit and the primary
purpose of reducing SOx (oxides of
sulphur) is to “reduce particulate by
proxy and that has a positive impact on
public health and also tangentially on
the environment due to the potential
for improved emissions”.
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It is necessary for CSA and its
members to evaluate these challenges
to the use of open loop EGCS and be
sure that we do not have a lasting
effect on the environment, but it is
also important that regulators review
the scientific evidence clearly, with
an open mind and that they use
that evidence to fairly evaluate the
risks involved.
If the widespread banning of open
loop EGCS occurs, the worst-case
scenario would be that those that fitted
open-loop-only scrubbers could be
forced to use VLSFO, forcing a loss in
the significant investment made by the
owner into the technology. This is an
unlikely route for regulators to take: IMO
is normally sympathetic to owners who
invest in improvements to their fleet.
Currently, the scientific and technical
data appears to be unsupportive of
such a ban globally, anyway. What
could be of greater concern to the
EGCS-using community is the spread,
which, if Lamerton is correct, could
reduce to very low levels relatively
quickly, leaving behind owners who
need around two years to get a return
on their substantial costs when fitting
EGCS technology.
If there is a rapid decline in the
spread, the economic viability of the
technology could render it obsolete
before investors in the technology have
broken even.
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ECOSPRAY TECHNOLOGIES:
together along a journey of
environmental transformation
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OUR EXPERIENCE

85%

• Installation
& Commissioning

• Service desk

REFIT

CRUISES

ATYOUR
YOURSERVICE
SERVICE
AT

15%

• 24/7 Support

• System Health Check

• Remote Assistance

NEW BUILD

• Instrument Calibration

• Remote Monitoring & Data
Analysis System (EsOC)

FERRIES

15%

311

The entire shipping industry is
undergoing deep change — an
environmental transformation.
The recently-enacted 2020 Global
Sulphur Cap regulation is expected to
have a momentous impact on maritime
business. However, it represents just
one step toward the ambitious goal of
achieving a 50% cut in carbon emission
by 2050 and the industry’s overall
vision for decarbonisation.
Nevertheless, additional
opportunities for performance
enhancement and sustainable growth
must be found along this journey —
overall, shipowners need tools and
resources to become active drivers for
environmental change.
Ecospray Technologies’
commitment to developing effective
environmental solutions dates back
to 2005. Since that time, Ecospray has
accompanied clients in managing their
environmental footprint effectively,
with a focus on efficient engineering
and reliable performance.
Ecospray Technologies has
successfully partnered with
shipowners, aiding them in
achieving their shared goal of
upgrading fleets to make their
businesses more sustainable.
Abiding by its “Clean Air, Clean
Water” commitment, since 2010
Ecospray has developed one of the
industry’s leading solutions for the
DeSOx treatment of marine exhaust
gas. Having completed its first fullscale Exhaust Gas Cleaning System
(EGCS) in 2012, Ecospray has since
delivered hundreds of systems to a
wide range of clients in the cruise,
cargo and ferries segments of the
shipping industry. Its product portfolio
includes open-loop (inline and u-type),
hybrid and closed-loop systems.
With a strong focus on ease-ofoperation and performance, Ecospray’s
EGCS are a preferred choice for

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

10%

75%

700+

CARGO

340

REAL TIME
ASSISTANCE

EGC
SYSTEMS

• Ecospray Training
Center (EsTC)

SHIPS

SPARES &
CONSUMABLES

TRAINING
CENTER

• Spare parts
management
• Warehouses

• Customized
training programs

operators looking to meet sulphur
cap regulations with reliable, proven
technology. Boasting hundreds of
thousands of hours in operation,
Ecospray’s impressive experience
provides clients with the confidence
to meet and exceed global limitations
(0.5%), including the strictest local
requirements (0.1%).
Ecospray’s EGCS are suitable
for both new-build and retrofit
applications. They feature one of the
most compact and energy-efficient
designs in the industry, making them
ideally suited for circumstances where
space is a constraint and system
design and installation engineering
need to proceed in close co-ordination
to minimise installation cost and time.
PERFORMANCE: MUCH MORE THAN
A COMPLIANT SYSTEM
Thanks to continuous monitoring and
data analysis capabilities, Ecospray is
able to ensure constant improvement
of its EGCS solutions even after
commissioning, with a strong focus
on achieving the highest system
availability and system usage rates.
These results are achieved
through dedicated attention to
system design, choice of components
and, most importantly, emphasis
on training activities. Ecospray’s
training programmes include a wide
range of regulatory, technical and
EGCS management topics and have
provided mission-critical information
to hundreds of attendees. In October
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2019, through partnership with
the Philippine Center for Advanced
Maritime Simulation and Training
(Philcamsat), Ecospray also began
offering training programmes in Manila,
Philippines on a continuous basis.
Ecospray was an early believer
in the in the value of data to ensure
compliance and drive performance:
Ecospray’s Fleet Monitoring solutions
provide a reliable fact-based foundation
for business analysis and decisionmaking. Real-time data collection and
communication with the ship alarm
system, analysis dashboards, reporting
features — with trend visualisation,
KPI, trouble-shooting and predictive
maintenance — are all key advantages
of choosing an experienced partner
who is much more than a mere
equipment supplier.
R&D SOLUTIONS FOR FUTUREPROOF SYSTEMS
Substantial investment on in-house
R&D allows Ecospray to develop
solutions for wider treatment of
gas and water emissions. Through
partnership with major ship operators,
Ecospray directs R&D investment to
the most relevant environmental topics,
capitalising on a large installed basis
for real-life testing. New products and
solutions are introduced with a bolt-on
approach: this means that Ecospray
offers solutions that can be used in
conjunction with its widely-adopted
EGCS, without requiring clients to
write-off unamortised investment.
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In addition, shipowners with large
fleets are now looking at a range
of options for sustainable fuels for
their new-build ships. For those
considering LNG as marine fuel,
Ecospray can offer services along
the entire supply chain.
Thanks to its recent R&D
investments in the field of renewable
energy, Ecospray can provide advanced
systems for biogas upgrading and
bio-methane liquefaction (BIO-LNG).
The technology developed is efficient,
suitable for micro application (1 ton/
day), but scalable for larger-scale
production (50 tons/day and above)
with minimal-emissions and a zerocarbon footprint.
Moreover, the liquefaction
technology for BIO-LNG generates
liquid clean fuel for land and sea
transport, representing a true example
of circular economy: transforming
waste into a viable resource.
Proven experience, system reliability
and a strong commitment to R&D,
all play an essential role in making
Ecospray Technologies the ideal
partner to accompany shipowners
on their challenging journey
towards 2050s.
For more information, contact:
Ecospray Technologies
Via Circonvallazione, 14
15050 Alzano Scrivia (AL) Italy
Email: sales@ecospray.eu
Tel: +39 0131854611
ecospray.eu
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In an exclusive
interview, Natasa
Pilides, Cyprus’
deputy minister
for shipping, tells
Clean Shipping
International
why the focus for
greenhouse gas
emissions should
switch to fuel
suppliers rather
than shipowners

SHIFTING THE
SPOTLIGHT

Natasa Pilides,
Cyprus shipping,
Deputy Minister

The idea of a carbon tax levied on vessel
operators can only be successful if such
a tax is applied uniformly, “if it is a global
phenomenon”, according to Natasa Pilides,
Cyprus’ deputy minister for shipping.
“I suppose that’s something that will be
discussed [at the International Maritime
Organization (IMO)]” she concedes, adding,
“At the moment, at EU level, this was met
with some resistance, at least from our side
because applying a regional measure is a
problem. We’d need to evaluate it.”
According to the minister, what is really
needed in the maritime sector as far as
greenhouse gas (GHG) is concerned is
innovation and investment in new fuels.
“The whole world wants fuel to be more
environmentally friendly; whether the
consumer should subsidise that is a different
matter. I think these companies [fuel
suppliers] will have to invest. I think that
there is no turning back and fuel producers
will have to go down the road of innovation.”
However, the minister believes that
the excessive focus of GHG regulation,

and environmental regulation in general
within the maritime sector, has been on the
shipowner and operator, but Pilides argues
that shipping is already cleaner than most
transport industry sectors.
“I think it’s problematic that these steps
are always taken with the focus on the
shipowner and not the supplier of the fuel.
That’s something we need to address in the
future,” she says. “It’s great that shipping is
embracing the environmental measures —
they’re necessary measures — but ultimately
we need the contribution of people that
are producing the fuels, otherwise how
are we going to have the desired results,
unless the shipowners turn into fuel
producers themselves?”
Agreeing that some collaboration
between fuel producers and ship operators
has already taken place through various
initiatives, Pilides says that is a large-scale
investment and not all operators can make
these kinds of commitments.
Pilides view is not isolated. Support
for her view on the creation of alternative
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fuels through innovation from the fuel
suppliers has come from Shell. At an
IMO Symposium in November last year,
Dr Alexandra Ebbinghaus, maritime
strategic project leader for Shell, told
the audience that policies that enable
a move to zero carbon are crucial to
achieve the decarbonisation of the
maritime sector.
To develop these zero carbon fuels,
Ebbinghaus believes the industry must
collaborate to develop the technology
and we need the policy that enables
this to happen. “We need a policy
framework that is supportive” of the
development of zero carbon fuels,
she said.
Ebbinghaus explained: “What we’re
looking for is a global GHG emission
framework that will provide the
certainty that people are looking for
and that will push the faster reduction
of GHG. All the low-carbon solutions
will be much more expensive than
existing fossil fuel solutions, so we
need to look at how we develop a level
playing field.”
According to Ebbinghaus, one
way to speed up the development
of alternative low carbon fuels is to
create a market that will encourage
that development and that means a
price mechanism that will see new
technologies operating at similar levels
to existing fuels.
“How do you compete if your new
vessel is so much more expensive to
build and operate [compared to existing
vessel designs]?” Ebbinghaus asked,
adding: “We feel that market-based
measures such as carbon trading or
carbon taxes is one way of achieving a
level playing field.”
While Shell supports a carbon
price mechanism and agrees that this
mechanism must be globally applied,
the move to push new fuels is coming
from more regional centres, in this
case the EU.
New fuels are on the agenda
of Ursula von der Leyen, the new
president of the European Commission,
according to Pilides. It’s a positive that
shipping is finally visible as an industry
— it’s an opportunity for the industry to
show that it is taking measures and not
to always be mistaken as an industry
that doesn’t care.

“It’s an opportunity to be part of
the conversation and rule-making,”
says Pilides. “The GHG strategy is an
opportunity to plan and prepare better
than in the past.”
Showing a lot of empathy for
the plight of ship operators, Pilides
points out that there has been a lot of
uncertainty for owners, for example
with the IMO 2020 plans.
“There is a need to show how it
will be regulated,” she says. “We need
people who have the expertise, the
quality and the training requirements,
and we also need input from suppliers.”
Returning to the theme of IMO 2020
and the sulphur cap, the minister says
that IMO needs more studies to make
a decision on washwater discharge
from open loop exhaust gas cleaning
systems (EGCS).
However, she made it clear that
there is “no blanket ban intended for
scrubbers from the EU”.
Even though, she says, shipowners
have a heavy burden with the weight
of new regulation already imposed or
expected to be introduced within the
next few years, Cyprus is very much in
favour of the newly-proposed sulphur
emission control area (SECA) across
the Mediterranean.
A localised proposal would not work
for Cyprus, according to Pilides. It has
to be the whole of the Mediterranean.
In a meeting in early December last
year of all but two of the states that
border the southern European sea,
there was an agreement to establish
a roadmap that could see the creation
of a Mediterranean Sulphur Emission
Control Area (Med SECA) by 2024.
The Conference of the Parties (COP)
21 in Naples agreed a timetable for
studies into the creation of a Med
SECA starting in December 2019, with
the deadline to submit an information
document prepared by COP to the IMO.
The information document will then
be presented to the Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) 75, which
starts on 30 March 2020. A series of
meetings and information gathering
will refine the COP proposals for a Med
SECA before the proposal is submitted
for approval at MEPC 78 in the spring
of 2022, providing the proposals are
agreed by COP 22.
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The plan is to consider the
amendment to MARPOL Annex VI at
MEPC 79 in the autumn of 2022, with
the acceptance of the amendment
not earlier that 1 September 2023,
“provided agreement was reached
at MEPC 79, and unless prior to the
proposed date, not less than one third
of the Parties or Parties the combined
merchant fleets of which constitute
not less than 50% of the gross tonnage
of the world’s merchant fleet, have
communicated to the Organization their
objection to the amendment.”
If the road map runs to plan, the
Med SECA could be enforced from
1 March 2024, but cannot enter into
force before that date.
Prior to December’s Naples meeting,
there was concern that some countries
may try to scupper the Med SECA deal.
“Certain countries are not signatories
to MARPOL Annex VI. Egypt and Israel
are not, but that would not stop them
from signing up to a Med SECA,” said
one Naples participant.
The source went on to say that for
the Med SECA to operate successfully,
all Mediterranean countries must
participate. In addition, impact
assessments for the Mediterranean
have been requested by Greece and
Malta before the SECA can be agreed
by those states and this is seen as
a possible stumbling block for the
progress of the Med SECA in the future.
But for Cyprus and its shipping
deputy minister, the Med SECA is a
positive move. “Personally, I think the
benefits will be tangible and will be
worth doing,” Pilides says. “But we
want all countries to be fully on board
before it goes ahead.”
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PACIFIC GREEN: THE
PERFECT PARTNER TO HELP
YOU COMPLY WITH IMO 2020
Everything Pacific Green does is
directed at one purpose: to develop
innovative technology to create a
healthier planet for our children.
Over the past decade, Pacific Green
has been transformed from a niche
environmental technology startup
into a global leader in emissions
control, concentrated solar power, and
power storage.
Its aim over the next decade is
to further broaden its activities and
become one of the most sustainable
cleantech companies in the world.
At the heart of Pacific Green’s
mission is its groundbreaking marine
gas scrubber technology, ENVI-Marine,
aimed at helping shipowners meet IMO
2020 regulations on sulphur emissions.
This patented scrubber technology
is revolutionary — it’s more effective
and more cost-efficient than any

other marine gas scrubber on the
market. The scrubber is already
small compared to most other
systems, as the patented TurboHead™
technology allows for a footprint
that is considerably smaller without
compromising on efficiency.
“The technology is groundbreaking,”
says Frode Helland-Evebo, Pacific
Green’s Vice President Direct Sales
who joined Pacific Green from Clean
Marine. “That’s all there is to it. Our
ENVI-Marine™ system is smaller,
more efficient, cheaper to install and
costs around 20% less to run than the
competition’s. It’s a game-changer.
No other scrubber manufacturer can
match, never mind beat, our scrubber.
It’s the best.”
ENVIMarine™ systems are fully
flexible and can be supplied as open
loop, open loop hybrid-ready, and

hybrid systems capable of both open
and closed mode operation. The ENVIMarine is also very flexible due to its
patented horizontal head, the potential
for component separation, its ability to
configure footprint to fit space available
and its compact size.
For vessels running heavy fuel oil,
this system offers industry-leading
ROI and will clean the exhaust to
international emission standards far
into the future.
And this technology has now been
incorporated into a “naked scrubber”,
— an enclosureless marine gas
scrubber — which offers all the benefits
of a conventional gas scrubber at a
significant weight and cost reduction.
The compact naked scrubber can be
offered as a hybrid-type that can run on
any size vessel in both open and closed
loop mode, so avoiding conflict with
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ports that have prohibited the use of
open loop scrubbers.
According to Will Grainger, Business
Development Executive at Pacific
Green, the new naked scrubber
offers a myriad of advantages over
conventional scrubbers.
“The naked scrubber offers
approximately a 15% reduction in
weight. Obviously that’s very important
for shipping because the less weight
you have, the more cargo you can
carry. And the installation time is
also reduced by at least 15%. So,
shipowners cut down drastically on
dry-docking costs. We are talking about
major savings here. And because the
unit uses less power, you’re seeing
cost-savings here, too.
“We say that the cost of a
conventional gas scrubber can usually
be recouped in less than a year. Well,
with this enclosureless stainless
steel scrubber, even that time will be
reduced — maybe to just a few months.
“We developed this scrubber in
response to shipowners who have
asked for lower capex and opex levels
for marine gas scrubbers while still
being able to satisfy the IMO 2020
emission level requirements.

“The fact that we already have
substantial orders for these scrubbers
tells its own tale. This is a product that
will be in great demand,” says Grainger.
The scrubber is constructed out of
high-grade stainless steel and titanium
and is easily installed on the ship’s
deck. All critical components of the
enclosureless scrubber are protected
from severe sea conditions.
The small footprint of the naked
scrubber is impressive, but it’s the
unique technology inside it that
really counts.
Ken McClelland is Pacfic Green’s
Technical Director. He is the inventor
of the company’s much-celebrated
patented exhaust gas scrubbing
method. And, better than anyone, Ken
knows why his marine scrubber design
is so revolutionary and game-changing:
it’s all about the bubbles.
“Bubbles are the key to effective
gas scrubbing,” says McClelland. “And
the smaller the bubble, the better. Tiny
bubbles, which together actually look
more like a froth, have the greatest
surface area relationship to volume, so
the tinier bubbles you can make, the
more efficient the process will be. The
real function of all these tiny bubbles,
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the froth, is to create surface contact
between whatever flue gas that you’re
scrubbing and your reagent, which in
marine scrubbers is sea water.
“For example, if you had a 100mm
cube, which is just one big bubble,
you’d have a certain surface area. But
if you had 1,000 small bubbles, you’d
have far more because there’s more
surface area. You’d probably have 5,000
times the surface area.
“So, the small bubbles then give
better contact with either the acid
gases or particulate that you’re trying
to remove.”
The patented TurboHead™
technology is key to Pacific Green’s
technical success. McClelland
produced the first usable prototype
in 2011, although it has evolved
continuously with field testing.
“Essentially, it’s extremely simple.
The flue gas comes from below the
head and there are slots in the head
which create a certain velocity of gas
through the slots. The beauty of the
TurboHead™ is its positive contact and
there’s a lot of energy in the contact,”
he says
By way of example, Ken suggests
taking a huge breath and blowing into
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a straw in a glass of water. “You’ll see
that you can get that water so turbulent
that there’s a lot of interaction. The
width of our slots generates the bubble
size that we want and the frequency of
the slot generates the right area ratio
to get the velocity through the slot for
the designed reaction.
“And then the reagent — sea water
with our marine scrubbers — interacts
with the gas in the turbulence so all
you need to do to remove sulphur is
expose it to water. As soon as sulphur
and water are in contact, it becomes
sulphuric acid. And then you select the
right reagent to remove and neutralise
whatever contaminate that you want
to remove. So in our case, we’re
after sulphur.”
And it’s this vast number of tiny
bubbles, and the huge surface area
they create, that makes the ENVIMarineTM system so much more
efficient than the competition’s.
“The flue gas — the contaminated
flue gas — has no way of going around
the contact. It has to go through the
froth, whereas most of the competitors’
scrubbers use spray and spray is never
uniform. There are areas that may not
get coverage. But with the TurboHead
the flue gas has no alternate path, so
there’s direct contact between the flue
gas and the reagent. And this makes it
much more efficient,” says McClelland.
To make this revolutionary
technology more accessible to
shipowners, Pacific Green has
developed a savings-sharing
mechanism, which effectively
guarantees a return on investment
for owners who elect to install Pacific
Green scrubbers on their vessels.
“Our new way of offering scrubbers
lets ship operators have visibility
on their spending going forward,”
says Helland-Evebo. “We’re offering
customers a scenario that is ‘win-win’.”
Based on the vessel’s typical
operating profile, Pacific Green and the
owner agree to a minimum number
of tonnes of heavy fuel oil burned
per month.
As 3.5%S high sulphur fuel oil
(HSFO) is expected to trade at discount
to 0.5%S low sulphur fuel oil (LSFO),
each tonne burned will result in
savings to the owner. Pacific Green and
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the owner will share the savings for
three years, with the owner taking a
progressively larger share. After three
years, the owner will take 100% of the
fuel differential savings.
Pacific Green will guarantee to the
owner a minimum differential ($/MT)
between 3.5%S HSFO and 0.5%S LSFO
for two years. If the actual differential
falls below the pre-agreed differential,
Pacific Green will compensate the
owner for each of the agreed upon
number of HSFO tonnes burned per
month. This provides a guaranteed
revenue floor for the owner.
And if the actual differential is
higher than the guaranteed minimum
differential, both the owner and Pacific
Green will benefit as a result of the
increased savings.
The mechanism is incredibly
simple and a relatively small initial
payment from the owner will secure
the agreement. Pacific Green will pay
for all remaining costs, including the
3D scanning, engineering, equipment
supply, installation, and commissioning
and sea-trials.
Helland-Evebo is understandably
very pleased with this savings-sharing
mechanism. “The shipowner gets a
scrubber that will probably pay for
itself within the year. And we have
another customer enjoying the benefits
of using the best gas scrubber on
the market.”
This brilliant environmentallyfriendly, money-saving technology is
all well and good. But can Pacific Green
get it installed?
It certainly can. Pacific Green has
partnered with state-owned Chinese
conglomerate, PowerChina, to combine
Pacific Green’s technical know-how
and specialist staff with PowerChina’s
massive production capacity.
PowerChina is the largest powerplant equipment manufacturer in
China and is able to distribute and
manufacture Pacific Green’s patented
state-of-the-art pollutant-gas-removal
systems in China and throughout
the world.
PowerChina has 10 production
facilities in Greater Shanghai, all
co-ordinated by Pacific Green’s
Shanghai engineering office, 2,000+
employees, including 300+ SS certified

welders, centralised procurement,
client-specific inventory management
where necessary, localised response
and oversight and client visits and
class inspections co-ordinated across
multiple scrubbers.
Meeting the challenge of fitting the
world’s shipping fleet with exhaust gas
cleaning systems is no easy task, but
currently, Pacific Green is producing
one exhaust scrubber every 48 hours
from its 10 production facilities in
China. And Pacific Green’s after-sales
service is renowned. With numerous
global manufacturing bases, the Pacific
Green Global Service Network offers
total reassurance of support wherever
and whenever it is required and keeps
costs down, maximising your return on
your gas scrubber investment.
With the knowledge, skills and
support of the Pacific Green Global
Service Network, you can rely on
your equipment for as long as you
own it. Our committed team will
ensure high performance that will
keep you competitive throughout your
equipment’s life cycle.
Our licensed installation and service
centres are trained to both fit and
maintain Pacific Green’s equipment.
Our factory-trained personnel are
on hand throughout the process to
provide support and security for you
and your vessel.
The most cost-effective and cuttingedge gas scrubbing technology at
a very affordable price, with a huge
production capacity and a global
service network with a reputation
for getting things done — Pacific
Green offers the perfect package for
shipowners looking to comply with
IMO 2020.
For general enquiries about our marine
products, please contact our global
sales office:
Tel: +47 469 51 442
Email: marine-enquiries@
pacificgreen.tv
For direct sales please contact:
Frode Helland-Evebø
Vice President Direct Sales
Tel: +47 948 81 696
Email: frode.evebo@pacificgreen.tv
pacificgreenmarine.com
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SHIP EFFICIENCY

The global maritime
sector is facing
mounting levels
of both customer
and broader public
scrutiny around
what can often
be perceived as
wasteful operating
practices

REMOTE MONITORING DRIVES
EFFICIENT SHIP OPERATIONS

Chris Huxley-Reynard,
Managing Director,
Reygar

Excess emissions and superfluous fuel
burn caused by poor vessel health
or unnecessary use of speed simply
cannot be explained away as normal
operating practices.
In 2019, for example, scrutiny on wasteful
or harmful operations began to influence
procurement decisions for the offshore
wind support vessel sector. The in-depth
monitoring and reporting of operational
and performance data that is required to
build a comprehensive understanding of
engine health, emissions, fuel use and the
decisions that impact these factors became a
key aspect of offshore wind project owners’
expectations of vessel operators.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, a willingness to
supply this data is now proving to have a
strong influence on contractual negotiations,
with many major charterers mandating for
advanced systems to be installed on the
ships working on their projects.
The need for advanced monitoring is
increasingly being recognised as essential
by shipowners, operators and builders
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across the many industries that make up
the broader maritime world. Going forward,
comprehensive data monitoring and the
actionable insights into vessel health,
performance and operations that this
monitoring generates will remain central
to rejuvenating the sector’s reputation
as efficient, modern and conscious of its
broader impact on the environment.
By automatically recording and
drawing critical vessel data into a single,
cloud-based portal, advanced remote
monitoring systems give operators full
visibility over fleet activity and the vessel’s
condition. This affords operators numerous
commercial and operational benefits, as well
as reducing the impact of operations
on the environment.

MAXIMISING FUEL EFFICIENCY

Advanced remote monitoring systems
support operators in understanding when
and why excess fuel is being used on their
ships, as well as highlighting how they
can reduce fuel consumption across fleet
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operations. Excess fuel use can be
due to a number of reasons — none of
which are easy to immediately identify
and rectify without a complete, databased understanding of each vessel.
An increase in fuel burn can be the
result of marine fouling, poor engine
health, faults in critical equipment,
gaps in crew training, and even
damage to the propellers or hull.
By channelling data collected from
existing sensors across the vessel
through a single portal, operators
can identify the issues driving fuel
burn early on, understand the root
cause, and gain the actionable insights
needed to solve them — resulting
in more sustainable fuel and costefficient operations.
For example, the data collected
by advanced monitoring systems,
such as BareFLEET, allows vessel
operators to ensure that best practice
is consistently utilised by crews across
their fleets. By analysing trends in
engine revolutions per minute, boat
speed, motion and fuel consumption, it
is possible to assess crew performance
in different conditions and identify
opportunities for further training.

INCREASING COMPONENT
AND VESSEL LIFETIME

In adopting a monitoring system that
reports on the health of engines and
other critical equipment in real time,
crews and operations teams are able
to identify issues and take remedial
action before equipment suffers
catastrophic failure.
By acting on faults and damage while
they are minor — and during periods of
scheduled downtime —
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it is possible to increase the overall
lifetime of each ship and its constituent
parts. This not only reduces overall
costs for the operator, it reduces the
environmental impact across the
industry of producing complex parts and
new vessels before they’re truly needed.

SUPPORTING
VESSEL DEVELOPMENT

Monitoring also has a crucial role
in verifying whether vessel design
changes or adaptations made with
the intent of increasing fuel efficiency
are delivering. For example, a leading
UK ferry operator recently installed
BareFLEET on its latest freight ferry
to monitor whether the new vessel
design was facilitating the fuel savings
promised by the architect and shipyard.
To support the firm in reducing its
environmental footprint, BareFLEET
tracked the health of the vessel’s
engines and thrusters in order to
identify the most efficient cruising
speed for the sea conditions, and
reported on opportunities to further
increase fuel efficiency, such as hull
cleaning and engine tuning.
As demand continues to increase
for cleaner operations, it will prove
crucial for data gathered throughout
the industry’s early forays into hybrid
propulsion technologies to direct
future vessel design. Central to this
is a comprehensive understanding
of engine performance, as well as
the impact of operations on these
early vessels — particularly in
terms of energy consumption and
CO2 emissions.
Comprehensive collection and
reporting of vessel data, once fed back

to the design team, will inform how
future vessels are designed, operated
and maintained, as well as ensure
the first hybrid vessels are able to
run longer and more efficiently. At
the same time, sharing vessel health
and performance data demonstrates
both the environmental credentials,
economics and potential savings of
these emerging, clean technologies.
Advanced remote monitoring and
the digitisation of operating practices
is driving commercial efficiencies and
supporting increasingly sustainable
operations across the maritime sector
as it addresses charges of excess
emissions and superfluous fuel burn.
The data gathered through these
monitoring systems provides operators
with the complete understanding
of vessel health, performance, and
activity they need to inform necessary
operational improvements. Through an
in-depth, data-based understanding of
the relationship between all aspects
of their operations — inclusive of sea
conditions, engine performance, and
fuel burn — operators can be proactive
in improving the fuel economy of
their ships in any context, as well as
increasing the overall sustainability of
their operations.
Not only does this have positive
implications commercially, it
reduces the impact of each ship on
the environment.
Chris Huxley-Reynard has 15 years
of experience in the commercial
marine and marine renewables
industries. As a former founding
director of Rolls Royce subsidiary
Tidal Generation, he understands
how to bring cutting-edge R&D
through to commercialisation.
An aeronautical engineer by
training, his broad experience
in hydrodynamics, subsea
electro-mechanical and software
engineering, combined with
his hands-on practical offshore
experience, means he brings a
multi-disciplinary approach to
solving engineering problems.
He also lectures at Bristol
University, England.
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WÄRTSILÄ: BRINGING
RELIABILITY INTO FOCUS
Wärtsilä believes that in order
to ensure consistent compliance
with the International Maritime
Organization’s (IMO) sulphur
emission limits through the use of
an Exhaust Gas Cleaning System
(EGCS), shipowners and operators
must understand not only what they
are buying and how that equipment is
installed, but also how to operate and
look after the technology once it is in
their possession. Shipowners should
select an EGC supply partner they
can rely on for assistance throughout
the entire lifecycle of their scrubber.

SYSTEM SELECTION,
DESIGN AND SAFETY

Ensuring reliable scrubber operation
begins with selecting the right EGCS.
It must be appropriate for the specific
vessel, taking into consideration
design, propulsion arrangement,
operational area and operating profile.
During selection, it is essential that
variables such as the fuel sulphur
content and volume of exhaust gas to
be treated, are properly determined
and communicated. Once these key
parameters are factored into the design
and the system is delivered, they are
difficult to alter should the operator’s
requirements change; if a scrubber
sized for 70% engine power is suddenly
run at 90%, there will be issues. One
cannot simply run more exhaust
through the system and expect the
same outcome.
Selecting highly durable materials
is particularly important for reducing
the risk of corrosion, breakdowns
and non-compliance. With more than
10 years’ experience in testing and
sourcing materials for marine EGCS
development, Wärtsilä thoroughly
understands the havoc a harsh sea
environment can wreak on an EGCS.
Not only is salinity a factor, but also
vibration and the temperature range
need to be considered. Material
selection can quite literally ensure or
jeopardise compliance.
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Safety is another crucial element
of scrubber design and Wärtsilä
scrubbers offer more extensive safety
features than most other systems.
The company carries out rigorous
failure mode effects and criticality
analysis (FMECA), to ensure a level
of safety that exceeds the highest
standards required by
classification societies.
While the control system itself is
designed to take appropriate action
in case of an alarm or dangerous
situation, Wärtsilä’s safety concept
includes three other important
features: an emergency stop, a safety
stop, and bilge leakage detection.
Hitting the emergency stop button
generates an immediate hardwired
stop of all pumps and fans, returning
valves to the safe position. The safety
alarm system performs a similar
stop when certain parameters are
exceeded — for example, excess
inlet pressure or water levels (in the
scrubber, process or residence tank).
The control system is also
configured to allow shipowners to
connect bilge leak sensors, and will
perform a similar shutdown should
these sensors be tripped. In addition,
Wärtsilä’s safety system is segregated
from the control system, so that
flooding incidents cannot occur.
The scrubber automation and
control system is developed to enable
maximum cyber-security and easier
integration for big data functions. This
new system will be easily connectable
to Wärtsilä’s Data Collection Unit, an
integrated data bridge that collates
sensor readings from multiple
sources on the ship. This data is fed
back to Wärtsilä and/or the owner to
improve automation and control
systems in future operation, along
with enabling remote compliance
monitoring and simplifying
environmental reporting.
These technological developments
carry the Wärtsilä scrubber into the
Smart Marine Ecosystem that we
believe is essential in eliminating
the industry’s inefficiencies. Through
optimised automation systems and
the application of big data principles,
we are increasing efficiency,
while reducing both fuel costs
and emissions.
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OPERATION, UPKEEP
AND SERVICE

The first step in operating the system
successfully is enabling the crew to
understand what scrubbers are and
how they should be operated. The
attitude to training varies widely from
sector to sector and from owner to
owner but, increasingly, shipowners
are realising that training is essential.
Wärtsilä’s commissioning engineers run
basic training for the crew when a ship
is delivered or handed over. In addition,
classroom training, simulators, and
extensive on-site training are offered.
Digital services are also particularly
important for new equipment, as
they enable ship owners to monitor
equipment to check that it is both
being used properly and performing
as expected. Data from Wärtsilä’s
Data Collection Unit will also form the
basis for preventive maintenance and
possible needs for spare parts. The
owner is alerted accordingly via the
Expert Insight interface.
Working with a good service partner
is an essential part of guaranteeing the
reliability of scrubbers. The Wärtsilä
global service network, together with
its comprehensive lifecycle solutions,
ensures that customers benefit from
assistance wherever they operate and
whatever the problem. As the industry is
required to have global, around-the-clock
SOx compliance, this support network
is crucial for shipowners seeking to
safeguard reliable scrubber operations.
“The risk and costs associated with
non-compliance are extremely high.
Wärtsilä’s unique global footprint, vast
network of skilled service engineers
in all the major ports of the world
and 24/7 service support represent a
key differentiating factor for us in the
market,” says Jan Othman, Director of
Exhaust Treatment.
Wärtsilä’s extensive service network
assists in carrying out Wärtsilä Marpol
Compliance Service Agreements. These
ensure that compliance, scheduled
maintenance and routine calibration are
reliably adhered to. This offering provides
the owner with a system status report,
which facilitates the planning of required
maintenance, and provides advice on the
latest technical developments that may
apply to their system.
wartsila.com

“The risk and costs
associated with
non-compliance
are extremely high.
Wärtsilä’s unique
global footprint,
vast network of
skilled service
engineers in all
the major ports of
the world and 24/7
service support
represent a key
differentiating
factor for us in
the market”
Jan Othman,
Director of Exhaust Treatment.
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TECHNICAL FORUM

Scrubber reliability
was addressed in
February during a
technical seminar in
which members of
the Clean Shipping
Alliance reported on
the installation and
performance of their
respective exhaust
gas cleaning systems

RELIABILITY —
A KEY FOCUS
A shipowner panel comprising Grimaldi
Group, Genco Shipping and Trading, and
Spliethoff informed delegates that, despite
initial installation problems, there had been
little by way of mechanical breakdown,
corrosion or non-compliant operation. A
key message imparted by the members,
however, was to plan.
With almost ten years’ experience
operating ECGS, Arne Hubregtse, technical
director and a member of the Spliethoff
executive board, said: “We have not had
any major problems; we don’t see any
corrosion issues or any breakdown issues.
We are satisfied with our decision to
install scrubbers and we look forward to
operating these systems for a long time.
From an environmental perspective, if you
look at the total picture, scrubbers are still
the best intermediate solution we have
until a zero-emission propulsion solution
is found.”
Italy’s Grimaldi Group, which operates
about 100 EGCS-fitted vessels, reports
similar success.
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Addressing industry delegates at the
CSA 2020 event in London, on 20 February,
Dario Bocchetti, head of Grimaldi’s corporate
energy saving and innovation department,
explained the company has fitted the
technology to about 70% of its fleet, with
installations capable of reducing Sulphur
emissions down to 0.10%.
Bocchetti said the decision to install
larger systems was to “go beyond the
legislation”, and that Grimaldi Group’s
scrubber installations are achieving about
90% up-time.
Genco Shipping and Trading, which has
installed open-loop EGCS to 17 Capesize
bulkers, the most recent of which entered
service in January, offered similar sentiment.
chief operating officer, Capt. Robert Hughes,
explained: “We’ve had no breakdowns. But a
lot of that is due to good planning, planning
for performance. You must do the mental
heavy lifting ahead of time, chose the right
supplier, and identify where there could
be some limitations and vulnerability. We
haven’t experienced any issues.”
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Genco Shipping & Trading’s chief operating officer, Capt. Robert Hughes; Arne Hubregtse,
technical director and a member of the Spliethoff executive board, and Dario Bocchetti,
head of Grimaldi’s corporate energy saving and innovation department

Conference moderator consultant Niels Bjorn Mortensen questions the
shipowners on scrubber efficiency

While scrubbers have been
operating successfully over many
years in land-based power stations,
the marinization of the technology has
led to some concern over corrosion.
However, the panellists said this
can easily be avoided by applying
“proper countermeasures”.
Although none of the panellists’
vessels have experienced scrubberrelated corrosion issues, Hubregtse
said: “You do need to do your
homework. You know what’s potentially
going to go wrong so focus on that.”
Hughes also emphasized
the importance of preventative
maintenance and told delegates
that Genco has elected to use an
extra engineer onboard as a risk
mitigation tool.
“We operate in a saltwater
environment and things do rust out.
If you’re working on anything in the
marine environment, it will break down,
so you need to have a plan of action in
place as you would with any system,”
he said. Ultimately the goal here is
investing in a well-trained crew united

in their focus on cleaner emissions.”
With exhaust gas cleaning systems
weighing between 10t and 100t and
taking up additional space, ship
stability and cargo capacity must
be carefully assessed. However, the
panellists advised that only in limited
cases, say on some smaller vessels,
alternative emissions reducing
technology may be the better option.
Bocchetti suggested that there
can be some cargo capacity loss,
but any losses would be significantly
more with an LNG retrofit. He said
that retrofitting scrubbers has almost
always been possible for about 90% of
the company’s vessels.
Spliethoff, which has a variety of
ro-ro, multipurpose vessels, and heavy
lift vessels fitted out with EGCS has,
in some cases sacrificed a fuel tank
to create more space for installation.
“Apart from a minor deadweight
reduction we do not see any impact on
cargo capability,” said Hubregtse.
In answer to a question from the
floor on the future of marine exhaust
gas cleaning systems, the panellists

agreed that new alternative fuels and
propulsion technologies will emerge,
but scrubbers could also have a wider
role to play.
“Where we will be in ten years is
difficult to say,” said Spliethoff’s Arne
Hubregtse. “We do need greener
fuels, but there are many technologies
and challenges to overcome:
energy density, storage, operating
temperatures and pressures. There is
a lot of research going on by engine
manufacturers to find a solution.”
Grimaldi’s Bocchetti remarked that
any new technology developed will
have to be applied on a large scale.
He added that scrubber-operating
vessels will continue to exist in ten
years and the technology could even be
developed to reduce other emissions,
such as CO2.
Robert Hughes agreed. “As an
industry we are getting better with
air emissions, moving from 3.5% to
0.50%, and that’s a step in the right
direction, a solid step forward for
improving air quality. Can we get
better? Yes. I think that we should
always challenge ourselves. I think we
will begin to look at technologies that
are already employed and look at ways
of improving them. We just need to
keep pushing ourselves as an industry
to keep going and don’t settle for it. I
think that’s the right answer.”
The panellists went on to explain
how Port State Control authorities are
policing the IMO2020 requirement,
following its entry-into-force
in January.
“They are keen to come on board
and have a tour of the system,” said
Hughes. “They are very keen to
understand the different systems
and technologies out there and
see how they work. They are
interested in seeing how it’s done
in China, in Singapore, in Australia,
the Americas. It’s all part of [the
IMO2020] journey. That one vision.
That one focus on improving global
air quality. So, although some ports
may have restrictions about using
open loop scrubbers, it is important
that we demonstrate what’s going
on, demonstrate how the technology
works, and explain the science behind
it. It is important to communicate that
as a community.”
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POLLUTION

There has been much
talk in recent years
of the zero-emission
ship, but emissions
happen below the
water line, too, and
without addressing
these secretions —
such as the problem
of operational oil
leakage pollution
from a ships
sterntube — zero
emissions vessels
cannot be realised

OIL LEAKS ADD UP TO
A SERIOUS ISSUE

Craig Carter, Thordon
Bearings’ Director
of Marketing and
Customer Service

According to a study by Lloyd’s Register
and University Maritime Advisory Services
(UMAS), there are seven ways to achieve
the zero emissions ship, but all these
solutions tend to be focused on the means
of propulsion and forget that oil pollution
below the waterline remains a serious
issue. For example, it is still considered
acceptable for operational oil to leak from
ships’ propeller shafts and pods.
Conservative estimates based on
classification society seal approval data
indicates that the global merchant fleet
leaks almost 80 million litres of oil per year
into the oceans. A report by Dr Dagmar
Schmidt Etkin, principal of Environmental
Research Consulting, puts the likely figure
even higher, at 130 to 244 million litres
per year. This is the equivalent of nearly
three Exxon Valdez incidents a year.
Such is the concern over this source
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of pollution, the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) highlighted
non-accidental oil pollution as a serious
environmental issue and has attempted
to reduce the problem through mandating
the use of environmentally acceptable
lubricants (EALs).
These must be biodegradable, minimally
toxic and not bio-accumulative. Even so, if
large quantities are released, as in the case
of a severely damaged seal, they can be
harmful and result in substantial penalties
for the ship operator.
EALs carry a cost premium over
conventional lubricants; some may absorb
water, becoming emulsified, and may
shorten seal life, requiring frequent seal
replacement or use of special materials.
Many shipowners have also reported
problems using EALs, as has DNV GL. The
classification society published a study in
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2019 concluding the surge in propeller
shaft bearing failures is indeed
related to the use of environmentally
acceptable lubricants.
Modern polymer-bearing materials,
such as Thordon’s COMPAC and
Wärtsilä’s version of the oil-free
bearing, make seawater lubrication
of propeller shafts perfectly feasible.
Because the lubricant used — seawater
— is 100% environmentally acceptable,
there can be no harm resulting
from discharge.
Any zero-emission ship will cost
more to build than its conventional
equivalent — that is a given fact. And
the same is true for installation of
seawater-lubricated propeller shafts.
Bronze shaft liners and anti-corrosion
propeller shaft coatings will add to
the initial cost. The seawater used
as lubricant must be clean and free
from abrasive solids to ensure a long
bearing life, so a water quality package
is required to supply clean seawater to
the bearings.
But once the seawater-lubricated
system is installed — and it can easily
be retrofitted to existing ships as well
as specified for newbuilds — owners
can actually enjoy cost savings. Not
only do they save on the significant
cost of mineral and synthetic-based
sterntube lubricants, particularly when
EALs must be used, they avoid costly
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aft seal replacement with consequent
drydockings and loss of revenue. And
the sterntube assemblies enjoy a much
longer useful life. Thordon Bearing’s
COMPAC system, for example, is now
guaranteed for the lifetime of the ship.
Terry McGowan, President and CEO,
Thordon Bearings, says: “While the
list of vessels that have polluted the
oceans following damage to sterntube
seals is extensive, it is only a fraction of
the number of incidents taking place.”

“The industry’s
continued use
of oil lubricated
shaft systems is
counterproductive
to the work it is
doing to clean up
the ocean”

He went on to say the only
real certainty is that the amount
of oil discharged into the marine
environment from faulty or damaged
seals is of significant environmental
concern and should be addressed
immediately by administrations
and regulators. And this doesn’t
even include normal leakage from
worn seals.
“When there are cost-effective,
environmentally-safe alternatives
available, it is understandable why
environmental concern thrives,
especially given the drive to reduce
other forms of shipborne pollution,”
added McGowan.
Craig Carter, Thordon Bearing’s
Director of Marketing and Customer
Service, adds: “The maritime
industry’s continued use of these
systems is counterproductive to
the excellent work it is doing to
clean up our seas with, for example,
the introduction of mandatory
legislation to reduce emissions,
prohibit oily water discharges or
prevent the spread of alien aquatic
species. We now need regulations to
stem the flow of oil leaking from a
ship’s propeller shaft.”
“The zero-emission ship is not only
possible, but can be achieved today —
as long as we include operational oil
leakage, as well.”
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YARA MARINE: IS CLOSED
LOOP THE FUTURE?
less expensive options than caustic
soda, the commonly alkali used. Our
R&D department works non-stop
searching for new possibilities with
different types of alkali in closed
loop mode.
As IMO 2020 has taken effect, the
investments in scrubber technology
have so far turned out to pay off for
shipowners and operators. Even
though we still don’t know where
the fuel price spread will stabilise,
the future for scrubbers is looking
bright — but we may have to consider
that hybrid scrubber systems able to
operate in closed loop zero discharge
mode will play a bigger part than we
initially anticipated.
Washwater discharge bans are being
implemented worldwide due to local
regulations, enforced on territorial
waters and reaching around 12
nautical miles from the nearest shore.
Despite several scientific studies
proving that the impact from scrubber
washwater is harmless to the marine
environment, we see new bans in
several places.
This means that a vessel sailing on
Sino-European trade from Shanghai to
Amsterdam will pass through several
zero discharge areas in Chinese waters
and rivers, and several European
ports that have imposed the discharge
policy. This quickly adds up to more
than a week per month spent in zero
discharge areas. It is possible to
operate with a closed loop system for a
longer period, even though it is not that
common — at least, yet.
It is a long time since Yara Marine
first delivered scrubber systems that
can operate for 10 days or more in
closed loop without discharging. It
all depends on alkali, residue and the
holding tank, which can be tailored
to the vessel specifications and
sailing route.
In Exhaust Gas Cleaning System
language, the term “closed loop” can
be misleading as it is not possible

to recirculate the same washwater
eternally. Eventually, the sulphate
concentration reaches a saturation
point and unwanted effects, such
as precipitation and scaling, can
occur. To avoid this, a small volume
of washwater is cleaned (far beyond
discharge limits) and stored in a
holding tank for later discharge,
when the vessel exits the zerodischarge zone.
Closed loop systems may be the
solution that enables many shipowners
and operators to comply with local
regulations in the future. We can tailor
closed loop and hybrid systems, as
well as upgrade current open loop
systems if that is what will be required
in the future.
An open loop system has a higher
investment cost (CAPEX) than open
loop systems, but it can still make a
good business case as the fuel price
differential is at a very high level — at
least so far. Operational costs (OPEX)
are also higher with a closed loop
system because of the alkalis needed
to clean the recirculated washwater,
but it is far from the OPEX when
operating on low-sulphur fuels. Yara
Marine currently offers alkali dosing
utilising Magnesium Oxide, Magnesium
Hydroxide and Sodium Carbonate —

For more information, contact:
info@yaramarine.com
+47 480 68 590
Head office
Drammensveien 134
Building no.6
0277 Oslo, Norway
Sweden office
Mölndalsvägen 93
41263 Gothenburg, Sweden
China office
21st Floor Unit 2168, Sino-Ocean Tower
Phase II, No. 618 East Yan An Road,
Shanghai 200001, China
yaramarine.com
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THERMAMAX: THERMAL
AND ACOUSTIC INSULATION
Thermamax designs and manufactures
thermal and acoustic insulation
systems for engine compartments, and
exhaust lines for diesel and gasoline
engines, fuel cells and electric
drive systems. It supplies complete
systems from concept, detailed design,
simulations and prototypes, for
low-volume requirements through to
series production.
Insulation systems by Thermamax
can be used to extend existing
turbocharger housings or can be
installed as a full housing solution for
the engine block and turbocharger, as
well as for the entire exhaust system.
Tmax-Insulation Claddings not only
improve the safety of the exhaust
aftertreatment system, but also make
it highly efficient. The quality of the
exhaust gas values depends, in fact,
on whether optimal temperatures
prevail throughout the system at all

times. Tmax-Insulation solutions ensure
optimal temperatures in all important
areas, therefore guaranteeing exhaust
aftertreatment with maximum efficiency.
Tmax-Insulation Claddings are
100% SOLAS-compliant and available
as a refit solution, too. They consist
of three components in a cartridge
construction: the exterior layer,
insulation material and interior layer,
depending on the operating conditions
and the requirements of the particular
application. They are torsionally stiff
and vibration-resistant. Since they
are constructed as self-supporting
modules, they can be easily removed
and refitted, and are therefore infinitely
adjustable and particularly suited for
maintenance and repair operations, as
well as retrofit solutions.
For the refit of older marine engines,
Thermamax offers an all-in-one
package that provides a comprehensive

We develop.

service, from the preparation of the
engine’s 3D profile to the thermography
of the new developed and installed
insulation system. A maintenance
service is also available.

For more information, contact:
Thermamax
Hochtemperaturdämmungen GmbH
Ölhafenstraße 20-28
68169 Mannheim
Germany
Tel: +49-621-322 35 0
E-mail: info@thermamax.de
thermamax.com

Millions travel more cleanly.
VISIT US AT SMM,
8 – 11.09.2020, HAMBURG,
HALL A4, BOOTH 112

HIGH-TEMPERATURE INSULATIONS | MARINE
Each day we improve the sustainability of ships by supporting their exhaust aftertreatment and
making it more efficient. In this process we also help comply with limit values and minimize
consumption as well as pollutant emissions. Discover our innovative solutions at thermamax.com.
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Graphic of the Seawing in action ©Airseas

How shipping can
learn from the
aviation industry to
maximise investment
in low-carbon
technology
By combining navigation and meteorological data, future wind solutions will be able to be truly autonomous solutions ©Airseas

WINDS OF
CHANGE

Vincent Bernatets,
Founder and CEO Airseas

The latest news from University Marine
Advisory Services (UMAS) and the Getting
to Zero coalition citing figures of US$1-1.4tn
of capital investment in order to meet the
Internation Maritime Organization’s (IMO)
2050 decarbonisation goals is attracting a
significant amount of debate.
It’s hardly surprising: this equates to
roughly $50-70bn each year — most of which
(87%) is predicted to be spent on shore on
facilities for low-carbon fuel production.
This does leave behind a significant bill for
shipowners to pick up — 13% of that total
then needs to be spent on the fleet, around
$5-7bn each year that must go towards
upgrading the global fleet.
The scale and urgency of the
decarbonisation challenge, and the ongoing
commercial pressure that global shipping
faces, means that the impact of this
investment will be keenly scrutinised. It
is imperative that, where possible, we can
identify investments that not only reduce
carbon emissions effectively, but also deliver
significant benefits for operational expenses.

This is where wind power can really
come into its own. Not only does wind power
play an important part in reducing carbon
emissions for any sector, but it can also
mitigate the impact of rising fuel costs in
both the short and long term.
Just after the Global Sulphur Cap 2020
was implemented, there were shockwaves
in the prices of compliant fuels. In the long
term, there is likely to be just as much
instability and potential cost volatility in
low-carbon or carbon-free fuels. The UMAS
study estimated that the future zero-GHG
fuel might be around US$800 per tonne. Of
the spending on shipboard solutions, any
investment in wind power has the potential
to offer the greatest impact and is an
attractive option due to the potential fuel
and emissions savings.

WIND POWER IN SHIPPING

Harnessing the unlimited power of the
wind is not a new concept in shipping.
For thousands of years, it was the sole
propulsion method and supported the
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age of discovery. In the industrial
revolution, sails largely gave way to
steam. In an almost complete full
circle, as shipping enters the digital
revolution, it could be looking back to
wind power as a propulsion technique.
As a fuel-agnostic technology, it is
being examined to be used in parallel
with whatever future fuel may come
into shipping to help support future
sustainability, such as ammonia
and hydrogen.
Given the high cost of fuel and the
likely increase in costs for low-carbon
alternatives, owners and operators
have much to gain from adopting wind
propulsion technology as a protective
measure against dents in operating
expenditure brought on by fuel
price increases — even conservative
estimates of savings would recoup
hundreds of thousands of dollars
per voyage.
However, exploiting the power
of the wind does come with its own
unique set of challenges, such as
installing the hardware and ensuring
safe operations, which can increase
the workload and level of technical
expertise required of the crew. If wind
power is to become a viable asset in

the road to decarbonisation, technology
suppliers in this field need to innovate
to overcome these challenges and
maximise the return on investment
from wind propulsion.

NEW THINKING

When it comes to solving these
challenges, the aviation industry has
much to offer.
Like shipping, the aviation industry
is under similar pressures to develop
and realise a modern environmental
vision balanced with financial
sustainability. Aviation has taken
initiatives to realise this goal and that
enabled the sector to make great
progress in areas such as automation,
aircraft design and route planning.
In 2013, following my background
working at Airbus developing avionics
software for the new generation of
aircraft now being used globally, I
recognised this link. This recognition,
combined with my enthusiasm for
sailing and environmental safeguards,
led me to found Airseas and bring
together my passions — engineering,
green technologies and maritime.
With the support of Airbus, Airseas
and its product, the Seawing, was born,
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still backed by Airbus today as it aims
to bring the technology and expertise
to complement naval architecture
with the cutting-edge automation,
aeronautical engineering and safety
technology already successfully used
in aviation. This translation from the
flight deck and wings of the most
advanced aircraft in the world to
vessels is less of a vision and is closer
to reality than most people think.

MAKING WIND SMART

By complementing technology
from aviation with maritime wind
solutions it is possible to solve key
challenges encountered in the field of
wind propulsion.
The Seawing relies on a combination
of advanced hardware and digital twin
technology. Its automation systems
are underpinned by inbound data
streams which manage almost all
aspects of its operation. By receiving
and processing inbound navigation,
meteorological and seascape data
from existing bridge technologies,
solutions powered by digital twins can
make independent decisions about
the optimum conditions to deploy and
retract and adjust its position.
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By learning from aviation, developing autonomous wind solutions significantly reduces the need for additional seafarer training in deployment ©Airseas

By integrating these data streams
with the control software, the
automation technology will make
adjustments to account for changes
in meteorological conditions and sea
state. This reduces potential risks
created by errors in human judgement
that can either damage the equipment
or the vessel.
Unique digital twinning of wind
equipment with the automated control
software, also creates a failsafe that
makes it impossible for a vessel’s crew
to input excessive commands that take
the Seawing outside of its normal flight
envelope. This further reduces the
risk of damage by being unwittingly
deployed in a way that is deemed to
be unsafe.
Incorporating this level of
automation means that very little
extra training is required for crew to
operate it, helping manage adoption
and increasing the potential for wind
as a viable solution. Automated
release, flight and stowage at the
press of a button means crew can
focus on their work as there is no
need for manual intervention.
By having wind solutions backed
up by the appropriate technology, they

present a much smaller risk to the
crew and to operational expenditure
and this allows the same precision
that helps keep a 580-tonne super
jumbo in flight to a kite that supports
a 10,000-tonne ship’s propulsion.
Furthermore, If wind is to be taken
seriously by shipping, not only does
it need the technology, but the
hardware needs to be minimally
intrusive to day-to-day operations or
affect height clearances.
Finally, to make wind even more
attractive as a future propulsion
option, retrofit will need to be
relatively cheap and simple.
There are promising results
from early trials with wind propulsion
techniques on various vessel types;
cargo, ro-ro and passenger vessels.
This potential is made even more
attractive by looking at the
meteorological data.
Some trade routes more than
others are ideally suited in supporting
wind-aided propulsion technologies
— a genuine inspiration from aviation
and one that the shipping industry,
with its long history of weatherrouting expertise, is extremely
well-placed to harness.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

Wind power has the potential to be
a significant asset to shipping. With
the current debate raging about
future fuels, wind is an entirely
fuel-agnostic decision. With
widespread adoption and effective
use, wind can support hefty fuel
savings, emissions reduction and
make a significant contribution to
a sustainable, carbon free future.
If wind solutions are going to be
embraced by shipping, then a number
of factors need to be considered. They
must present the smallest safety risk,
combine with the reams of
technological, navigation and
metrological data currently on board
and be minimally intrusive — designed
around the vessel and not the other
way around.
Finally, it must be a truly smart
solution, working in tandem with the
crew to help them realise the potential
for the owner.
Wind, harnessed by a smart
solution is engineering for the future
of shipping, with the pressure being
felt now, the momentum on R&D for
viable solutions like Airseas cannot
be lost.
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ANDRITZ:
CFD OPTIMIZED
HIGH-VELOCITY
SPRAY SCRUBBER
ANDRITZ is one of the world’s leading
suppliers of plants, machinery and
services for many different branches
of industry in the public, municipal
and private sectors. The Group has
its headquarters in Graz, Austria, and
operates worldwide with around 29,700
employees at 280 locations. ANDRITZ
has been successful in the air pollution
control sector for more than 35 years,
supplying wet and dry flue gas cleaning
plants to remove SOx, NOx, particulates
and other air contaminants.
Cleaning of exhaust gas from
shipping is a challenge that is perfectly
compatible with the comprehensive
know-how ANDRITZ has gathered
from supplying and optimising
several hundred flue gas cleaning
plants worldwide.
In the maritime sector, ANDRITZ
offers proven technologies such
as the open-loop and closed-loop
wet scrubber as well as the hybrid
design and is developing its product
portfolio continuously in order to
provide all customers with the perfect
solution for their requirements. In
addition, ANDRITZ offers dry exhaust
gas cleaning technology for multipollutant control.
Hence, it is the only supplier
worldwide able to offer dry and wet
solutions for exhaust gas cleaning.
To achieve the best results and
fulfil customers’ requirements,
ANDRITZ uses its own computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation
tools developed especially for
scrubber design.

BACKGROUND

There are two different scrubber
designs available for cleaning exhaust
gases from maritime vessels: the I-type
(or inline) scrubber is designed as a
“spray scrubber” without any internals
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besides the spray bank; and the U-type
(or bypass) scrubber can either be
designed as a “packed tower” using
random or structured packing or as an
“open spray tower”.
The packed tower has some
advantages, but also some drawbacks.
One of the major advantages is the
lower washwater flow required for
the scrubbing process compared to
spray scrubbers. But this advantage
is only obtained by using highperformance packing with good gas/
water interaction.
On the other hand, the drawback
with this packing is the drop in
pressure and a tendency towards
clogging (due to fouling or salt
build-up). “Free-flow” packings
provide a larger free passage for the
gas flow, which can avoid clogging.
The drawback of this solution is
that there is less washwater to gas
contact area. This area is one of the
major parameters for the absorption
process. Less contact area has
to be compensated with a higher
washwater flow rate to achieve
the same absorption efficiency.
Also, the positive effect of low
washwater flows is limited due to the
maximum permitted pH value of the
water discharged.
The size of the overboard pipes
defines the pH value that can be
discharged into the sea. So even if the
washwater flow can be reduced to a
chemical minimum, which will result
in a pH value of around 2.5 in the
discharge water, it is not permitted to
discharge this acid liquid into the sea
without further treatment to ensure
a rapid neutralisation in the free
water. The “standard” pH value of
the discharge water is around three
and, at this level, the washwater
flow from ANDRITZ spray scrubbers
is comparable to the flow from
packed columns.
The advantages of a spray scrubber
are manifold: a spray scrubber can
operate with higher gas velocities,
resulting in a smaller scrubber
footprint. In addition, there is no risk
of clogging because there are no large
barriers installed in the column. The
washwater flow is very similar to the
flow in a packed column, with the
advantage that there is less pressure
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drop. Hence, no additional fans are
needed. This is also the reason why
only a dry running mode is possible
(and allowed by the classification
society ) for spray scrubbers or other
designs without packing inside as soot
and particles could form a blockage in
a packed tower.
Due to all these advantages,
ANDRITZ has decided to supply
spray scrubbers for I-type, but also
for U-type scrubbers. This decision
is based on the know-how ANDRITZ
has gained from the operation of
numerous land-based scrubbers,
as well packed towers operating as
spray scrubbers. To achieve high
SOx removal efficiency with a spray
scrubber, it must be designed in the
right way.
ANDRITZ was the first company
worldwide to use CFD simulations for
the liquid and gas flow distribution
inside a spray scrubber and optimize
flue gas cleaning performance on
the basis of these simulations. This
article illustrates and explains some
of the common issues surrounding
the design of spray scrubbers and
discusses especially the help provided
by a comprehensive and accurate
CFD simulation.

SPRAY SCRUBBER DESIGN

The following mentions important
issues that have to be considered
when designing a spray scrubber.
Some of them can be resolved by
means of CFD simulations and some
of them can be handled with the right
knowledge and experience.
ANDRITZ started to optimise
spray scrubbers in the early 1990s,
so every aspect of designing this
equipment with computer-aided
technologies such as CFD is not
new, but has already been standard
engineering practice at ANDRITZ
for many years now. The CFD tools
enable ANDRITZ to simulate the fluid
dynamics as well as SO2 removal
with each scrubber type and optimise
performance substantially.

MALDISTRIBUTION

One of the most important design
criteria for spray scrubbers is to
avoid maldistribution of the gas
and liquid phases in the scrubber.

Maldistribution is caused by an
unequal velocity distribution of the
continuous gas phase over the spray
scrubber cross-section. This leads to a
bypass effect, where exhaust gas with
high velocity can pass through the
spray region without being sufficiently
cleaned. In this case, it is not possible
to remove sufficient sulphur in the
scrubber —
 or only by applying huge
amounts of wash water.
The proper scrubber design results
in uniform gas velocity distribution,
generates more interaction by the
reacting elements, requires less
washwater flow and ensures a lower
pressure drop in the scrubber,
resulting in less power consumption
by the system and thus better overall
performance throughout the scrubber.
To enhance distribution of the gas,
ANDRITZ has developed and patented
the so-called FGD+ layer, with special
tube orientation above the gas inlet
into the scrubber. The FGD+ layer also
provides better SO2 removal efficiency,
increased particulate removal and
an additional silencing effect. For
the I-type scrubbers in particular,
ANDRITZ has developed a special
inlet section that also ensures better
distribution of the gas in combination
with low pressure loss. ANDRITZ has
also patented this device.
When it comes to more complex
scrubber designs, such as rectangular
or square shapes instead of circular
ones, gas distribution is even more
important. In particular, channelling of
the gas in the corners of the scrubber
could lead to serious performance
problems in terms of absorption
efficiency, especially for high SO2
removal areas such as Emission
Control Areas. The FGD+ layer also
helps in this case and is one of the
reasons why ANDRITZ can offer any
shape of scrubber design (circular,
square or rectangular).
Figure 1 shows the results of a
CFD analysis of the exhaust gas flow
inside a square-shaped scrubber. The
goal of the analysis is to improve the
exhaust gas flow distribution inside the
scrubber. Particular attention is given to
the flow near the walls and the corner
regions. The image on the left-hand
side of figure 1 shows the exhaust gas
flow velocity on a plane cut through the
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scrubber in the initial design phase.
It reveals high flow velocities near
the walls and in between the nozzle
arrangement. The image on the righthand side illustrates the exhaust gas
flow behaviour after optimising the
scrubber design. The optimised, final
design shows a much more uniform
flow distribution than the initial one.

Exhaust gas
flow velocity

Initial design

Optimized
final design

High

NOZZLES AND SPRAY
BANK DESIGN

Distribution of the gas in the
scrubber is defined not only by the
inlet part of a scrubber, but also by
the positioning of the nozzles over
the cross-section and by the nozzle
type. There are various design
criteria that have an impact on good
distribution and proper removal
performance by the scrubber.
Successful operation thus depends
on the nozzle type (hollow cone or
full cone), nozzle spray angle (45120°), droplet size of the distributed
wash water (d32 = 0.5-4mm),
distance between the spray banks
(1-2.5m), nozzle orientation (different
installation angles), number of
nozzles, and location in the spray
banks (in line or distributed).
All of these parameters can be
optimised using CFD simulation. As
this is a multi-parameter simulation,
experience and know-how are the key
factors in the proper design. ANDRITZ
provides scrubbers operating at
higher velocities to save space and
reduce the footprint. It can do this
because it has a proven scrubber
simulation tool.
To obtain even more reliable
simulation results, ANDRITZ has also
developed its own wall film model
(backsplash of droplets and wall film
generation), droplet-droplet model
(generating of secondary droplets,
which influence separation efficiency
and pressure loss) and a physical
and chemical SO2 absorption model.
All these simulation models have
been developed by ANDRITZ on the
basis of its long-time experience with
these kinds of scrubbers and are not
available commercially. What is more,
the experience of the experts in the
company’s CFD department ensures
ongoing optimisation of all parts of
the scrubber.

Good

Low

Figure 1: Exhaust gas flow optimisation inside the scrubber by means of CFD
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Figure 2: enhanced in-house scrubber CFD modelling approach —
combined simulation of washwater droplets and wall-film
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WALL EFFECT

The design of a spray scrubber,
especially small ones with diameters
up to 2.5m, has to take account of
the fact that a lot of the washwater
droplets are already hitting the
surface of the scrubber at a short
distance below the spray nozzles.
So a substantial portion of the
washwater is “lost” because it runs
down the wall.
In this case, the mass transfer
surface between gas and liquid is
diminished, causing poor performance
by the scrubber or — even worse —
difficulties in achieving the required
SO2 removal efficiency. To overcome
this problem, CFD simulation is the
right tool because it can be used to
investigate measures to reduce the
wall film, for example with correct
orientation of the nozzles, and also
ways of redirecting the wall film into
the centre of the scrubber.
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PART LOAD

Part load is a well-known issue for
all scrubber types, but especially for
inline scrubbers. In most cases, the
scrubbers have to be designed for a
high engine load (up to 85% or more
load) and high sulphur content in
the fuel (normally 3.5%). In reality,
many scrubbers are operated in slow
steaming mode or at low engine load
(25–50%) with a sulphur content
of 2.5%.
In this case, the scrubber is overdimensioned by more than 100%. It
is obvious that the scrubber cannot
operate under optimum conditions
if this “standard” load was not taken
into account during the design
phase. So the scrubber builder has
to find a compromise between these
two extremes.
A spray scrubber that is
designed for a maximum load could
have problems with gas velocity

distribution in part-load mode. The
same applies to scrubbers designed
for lower loads, which could have
problems with too high velocities at
maximum load.
With a CFD simulation, multipleload cases can be investigated
and optimised to find the best
configuration for all loads.

For more information,
contact:
Dr. Martin Koller
Tel: +43 316 501 2895
Waagner-Biro-Platz 1,
8074 Raaba-Grambach,
AUSTRIA
SeaSOx@ANDRITZ.com
www.ANDRITZ.com/seasox

LATEST NEWS
FROM OUR DRY
SCRUBBER ON THE
PIANA OPERATED BY
LA MÉRIDIONALE
Detailed emission
measurements were done by
Company CERTAM in October
2019. The results exceeded
the expectations by far.
The measurements
proofed particulate reduction
in mass of > 99.9% for PM1,
PM2.5 and PM10 as well as
reduction in number of >
99.9% for PM1.
SO2 emission was
proofed to be well below
4.3 ppmSO2/%CO2
As a next step, the
implementation of a NOx
removal system will be
tested till May 2020.
So, SeaSOxdry will be
a multi pollutant control
technology for removal of
SOx, particulates, black
carbon and NOx.
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LNG

Natural gas has
been regarded as
the marine “fuel
of the future”, but
growing concerns
over the impact of
methane emissions
on climate change
means that some
remain sceptical.
Clean Shipping
International
spoke to Christos
Chryssakis, business
development
manager at DNV GL
– Maritime for the
class society’s view

IS LNG STILL THE FUEL
OF THE FUTURE?
A decade ago, analysts predicted that
there would be about 1,000 vessels fuelled
by liquefied natural gas (LNG) by 2020.
At the time, high oil prices and pending
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
regulations on sulphur emissions seemed to
justify these rosy forecasts.
After all, LNG is readily available, relatively
affordable and, because it had negligible
nitrogen oxide (NOx), particulate matter (PM)
and zero sulphur oxide (SOx) emissions, it
would help owners comply with pending IMO
emissions regulations. While more expensive
to install, gas-fuelled propulsion systems
already had a proven track record and
work to develop a reliable network of LNG
bunkering stations was underway.
Since then, the price of oil dropped
and LNG bunkering infrastructure did not
develop as quickly as predicted, leading
many owners to pass on investing in gasfuelled vessels in favour of exhaust gas
cleaning systems (EGCS), which (at least)
help to meet the IMO’s recent ban on fuels
with a sulphur content above 0.5%. The
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result? Today, there are only about 170
LNG-fuelled ships in service. And while there
are more than 180 LNG- fuelled ships on
order, LNG as marine fuel has not developed
as predicted.

WHAT HAPPENED?

According to Christos Chryssakis, owners
are facing some tough choices — and a lot of
conflicting information — about how to think
about LNG. “A growing sense of urgency
about climate change has resulted in intense
pressure on the industry to act to limit
greenhouses gasses,” he says. “At the same
time, questions have been raised about the
viability of LNG as an alternative to highsulphur fuel oil (HSFO) to help owners stay
in compliance with pending regulations.”
Indeed, the IMO has pledged to reduce
the total annual greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions by at least 50% by 2050 compared
to 2008, while simultaneously pursuing
efforts towards phasing them out entirely.
While analysts agree that burning natural
gas generates about 20% less CO2 emissions
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Wärtsilä 31SG engine is one of the world’s most efficient four-stroke gas engine, introduced after the success of its diesel counterpart Wärtsilä 31. © Wärtsilä

than high sulphur fuel oil (HSFO), it is
mostly made up of methane, which has
been identified as a major contributor
to global warming. According to the
US Environmental Protection Agency:
“Pound for pound, the comparative
impact of methane is more than 25
times greater than carbon dioxide over
a 100-year period.”
One key concern for owners and
regulators alike is the issue of methane
slip. Methane slip can occur during the
gas exchange phase of the cycle when
unused fuel can get trapped in the
combustion chamber and top piston
area, allowing some unburned methane
gas to escape from the exhaust into
the atmosphere. For owners, methane
slip not only results in less efficiency
(higher fuel costs), it may add to the
GHG impacts of burning LNG.
To calculate gas-related GHG
impacts more accurately, researchers
have measured emissions throughout
the value chain, from “well to tank”
and “tank to wake”. For example, the
process of producing natural gas can
result in methane leaks from wells,

pipelines or processing equipment. The
risk of methane leaks related to the
storage, handling and loading at LNG
terminals are also a factor. Regulatory
requirements to report emissions
provides researchers with fairly
robust data sets, making calculations
relatively straight-forward.
Once on board, “tank to wake”
calculations on methane emissions
are subject to a number of variables,
including vessel operational
parameters (for example, how often
engines operate at low loads), engine
design (for example, high-pressure
diesel process as opposed to lowpressure Otto process) and engine type
(two-stroke or four-stroke).
Taken together, “well to wake”
emissions calculations, combined with
the high cost of installing specialised
fuel tanks and storage systems for
gas engines and variable fuel prices
have created a lot of uncertainty,
helping to explain why owners have
been slow to embrace LNG as a fuel.
After all, without the confidence that
transitioning to LNG will achieve long-

term regulatory compliance or save on
fuel costs, it’s hard to justify the capital
expenditure for gas engines. And when
you consider that EGCSs (or scrubbers)
are far cheaper and offer a return-oninvestment up to three times faster
than gas engines, it is not hard to see
why, for now, scrubbers are the more
attractive option for many owners.
Chryssakis acknowledges that there
is a good business case for scrubbers
— at least in the short term. But he
notes that new gas engine designs
have largely solved the methane slip
issue. “Over the past decade, methane
slip has been drastically reduced in
modern engines and further reductions
are expected in the future,” he says.
“The next generation of two- and
four-stroke gas engines will be more
efficient, not only saving on fuel
costs, but also capable of making
significant reductions of greenhouse
gas emissions.”
In response to demand, engine
manufacturers have been competing
to deliver the most fuel-efficient gas
engines for multiple applications.
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In 2015, the German engine
manufacturer MAN ES launched the
ME-GI two-stroke dual-fuel engine,
and recently announced it is working
on a second-generation of the engine
design. That same year, the Finnish
engine manufacturer Wärtsilä
introduced the four-stroke 31GS,
which reaches efficiencies surpassing
50%. And recently, the Swiss engine
manufacturer WinGD announced a
series of next-generation engines
scheduled to be available in 2021 that
will reduce methane slip by 40-50%, .
“Given the fact that there are
solutions for methane slip available
now and technology is likely to improve
over the next few years, the decision
comes down to cost, not technology,”
says Chryssakis.
Independent studies, released
among others by SINTEF Ocean
in 2018, shows that developments
in lean-burn spark-ignition (LBSI)
and low-pressure dual fuel (LPDF)
four-stroke engines have halved
emissions related methane slip from
2010 to 2017. Also, new combustion
chamber designs, efforts to optimise
combustion processes and optimised
after-treatment can yield overall GHG
savings of 14 to 21% for two-stroke gas
engines and six to 15% for four-stroke
gas engines. “Technology for methane
slip reduction has been continuously
improving over the past 10-20 years,”
says Chryssakis. “We anticipate that
further reductions are likely in the
near future.”
First-generation gas engines were
most often found on LNG carriers
and later were installed on platform
supply vessels or ferries operating
on fixed short sea routes. However,
as technology for high-pressure
two-stroke engines has improved,
LNG has become a more viable
option for owners operating larger
vessels seeking to cut fuel costs and
corresponding emissions on longer
trades. In fact, the recent spike in
newbuilding orders for LNG dualfuelled vessels applies to multiple
shipping segments, from cruise lines
(Carnival, AIDA) to containership
lines (CMA CGM, Hapag-Lloyd), oil
and chemical tankers (Rosneft, Thun
Tankers) to ro-ro operators (UECC,
TOTE, and so on), among others.

While it is too early to declare that
LNG as a fuel has reached a tipping
point, momentum seems to be building:
more dual-fuel vessels will create
more demand for LNG bunkering
options and with more ports offering
LNG bunkering, more owners will be
likely to commit to LNG.

“The next
generation of twoand four-stroke
gas engines will
be more efficient,
not only saving
on fuel costs, but
also capable of
making significant
reductions of
greenhouse gas
emissions”

Today, LNG bunkering options are
mostly found in major ports in Europe
(for example Rotterdam, Stockholm
and Zeebrugge) and North America
for example Jacksonville, Florida,
Fourchon, Louisiana), with more hubs
in the planning stages. At the same
time, Asian ports serving deep-sea
shipping routes (for example Incheon,
South Korea, Singapore and the world
largest cargo port, Ningbo-Zhoushan
in China) are in the process of
establishing LNG bunkering facilities.
In addition, efforts are underway
to equip existing LNG bunkering
stations with methane leak abatement
technologies. For example, members of
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NGVA Europe (the Natural and Bio-Gas
Vehicle Association), have committed
to a “Zero Venting Target” policy for
all new CNG and LNG bunkering
stations. To meet this commitment,
bunkering stations will be designed
in such way that methane emissions
from venting operations are minimised
during operation. For example, bunker
operators have committed to installing
improved leak detection systems and
compressors to allow the re-injection
of the boil-off gas instead of flaring it.
While LNG is gaining more
acceptance, a lot of work is being done
in parallel to develop new technologies
and alternative fuels that have an
even lower emissions profile. While
alternative fuels now being developed
hold significant promise, Chryssakis
argues that hoping a “perfect” solution
appears in 2030-2035 may be risky.
Likewise, while he applauds the
industry’s embrace of new battery
technologies, fuel cells and propulsion
assist technologies to reduce
emissions, he notes that not all are
suitable for every trade or purpose.
“There is a lot of exciting work being
done to develop new technologies and
alternative fuels, such as hydrogen,
ammonia, biofuels, LPG and synthetic
gas, but these technologies are
still expensive and each one has
different safety and/or environmental
challenges,” says Chryssakis. “We
view LNG as a transition fuel: it is not
perfect, but perfect should not be the
enemy of good.”
Natural gas may not the be the
“fuel of the future” for long, but it is
an important, transitional step in the
right direction for at least one to two
vessel generations. And with more LNG
bunkering options planned, pending
GHG regulations and new technologies
developed to address “well to wake”
methane emissions, the case for LNG
will only get stronger.
Sceptics are right to point out that
LNG alone cannot cut GHG to the
extent required by UN COP targets,
but the fact is that natural gas remains
the best commercially available and
proven technology to reduce CO2
emissions for most ship types and
trades. So, until something better
comes along, LNG is industry’s best
chance to fight climate change.
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QUADRISE: OFFERING A
NEW FUEL SOLUTION
Recent developments in the pricing of marine fuels and
significant adoption of Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems —
scrubbers — as driven by the new IMO2020 regulations, are
increasing interest in Quadrise’s Marine MSAR®.
Marine MSAR® (Multiphase Superfine Atomised Residue)
is a lower cost synthetic emulsion fuel oil with significant
economic benefits and enhanced environmental performance,
compared with conventional bunker fuel.
It is a purpose-designed, oil-in-water emulsion fuel
and was designed in collaboration with Maersk, engine
manufacturers Wärtsilä & MAN Diesel & Turbo, AkzoNobel
Specialty Chemicals (now Nouryon) and classification
societies including Lloyd’s Register with successful MAN
and Wärtsilä vessel trials completed.
MSAR® is a low-viscosity, water-based fuel, produced in
refineries from low-value residue streams, without the use of
high-value distillate cutters or slurry oils, thereby enabling
lower production costs. It is formulated to meet end-user
requirements, such that fuel properties are similar to
RMG ISO8217.
The discount between MSAR® and high-sulphur fuel oil
(HSFO) is a function of the distillate/fuel oil “spread”, and
wider spreads, driven by the recent IMO2020 marine fuel
regulations, increase the discount to HSFO, with current
estimates of up to $40/mt HFO, or 15%, equivalent energy
savings for the end user. As an example; a vessel consuming
16,000tpa HSFO would save $640,000/yr, (assuming a saving
of $40/mt HSFO delivered to the vessel and use of scrubbers
for IMO2020 compliance).
MSAR® can be handled at ambient temperatures, reducing
storage and transportation costs, and it is combusted at
lower temperatures (60-70°C) compared with HFO (100150°C). Vessel modifications relating to fuel handling are
minor, can be implemented in service if needed and typically
pay back within one year.
Environmentally, the physical characteristics of MSAR®
result in enhanced combustion performance compared
with conventional bunker fuel oils, as well as a reduced
environmental footprint. High-carbon burnout results in
less ash and minimal black soot, reducing global warming
potential and the impact of waste disposal. The water
content meanwhile, reduces combustion temperatures and
associated NOx generation by 20-50%. It is fully compatible
with SOx and Tier 3 NOx EGCS.
MSAR® is supplied on a business-to-business basis,
ensuring known provenance and no unwanted chemicals
or blendstocks. MSAR® also solves blending compatibility
issues (as the hydrocarbon droplets are suspended in water
and do not chemically interact), so that operational problems
such as incompatibility and precipitation will not occur.

For more information:
Email info@quadrisefuels.com
quadrisefuels.com
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Shipping is facing a
power revolution.
With the demand
for a reduction in
greenhouse gas
emissions by 50%
from 2008 levels and
40% by 2030, the
race is on to develop
fuels that can
achieve the required
cuts in emissions

POWER
POINTS
Current thinking by some industry experts
suggests that LNG could be used as a
transition fuel for the industry, reducing
carbon by around 20%; others claim that
this is a fallacy and that certain factors
could mean that liquefied natural gas (LNG)
will in fact increase the amount of carbon
emissions, rather than reduce them.
Dr Elizabeth Lindstad, chief scientist at
the Norwegian research institute SINTEF
Ocean AS, told an audience of shipowners
at last autumn’s Clean Shipping Alliance
conference in Brussels that the use of lowpressure LNG power in dual fuel engines
would mean that the emissions on a well-towake basis would be higher than emissions
from heavy fuel oil (HFO) operating with
scrubber technology.
In an eight-year research project, SINTEF
compared the use of low- and high-pressure
LNG technology in both two- and fourstroke engines and used the emissions for
marine gas oil (MGO) as a baseline, 100%
emission level. Two-stroke engines using
low-pressure LNG as a fuel were rated at
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137% of the MGO emissions, while lowpressure four-stroke dual-fuel engines fared
better at 106% of the MGO emissions, but
low-pressure LNG only four-stroke engines
produced similar carbon emission levels
to MGO compared to 97% for HFO with
a scrubber.
Lindstad said with the Energy Efficiency
Design Index (EEDI) only measuring CO2,
and the low-pressure LNG system being the
cheapest option in terms of capital expenses
to satisfy EEDI phase III, this could lead to an
increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
if owners were to take up the cheapest
LNG option.
Looking at this scenario, Lindstad asked:
“What do you think will happen? The business
for these manufacturers is booming, but we
are not achieving our climate targets, we are
on the totally wrong track.”
High-pressure systems on two-stroke
units were more efficient in burning the LNG
and so suffered little from methane slip.
That efficiency was reflected in the emission
levels for those engines at 93% of the
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MGO carbon emission levels of MGO,
compared to HFO with a scrubber at
97%, according to Lindstad.
SINTEF’s research lays bare
the belief that LNG can be used as
a transition fuel that would help
the maritime industry meet its
decarbonisation targets and Lindstad
was strident in her criticism of some
organisations that promote LNG as a
transitional fuel.

“In my opinion,
and given the fact
that there are
technical solutions
for methane slip
available, this
becomes really
a question of
cost and not
technology”

In a comparison of studies on the
well-to-tank carbon emissions for
LNG Lindstad pointed to Concave’s
2013 study, which calculated that
LNG emissions totalled 21.1 grams
of CO2 equivalent emissions per
megajoule; while Veerbeek made the
same calculation two years later and
recorded a figure of 19.0. However,
in 2018, class society DNV GL made
a similar calculation and it recorded
well-to-tank emissions of just 10.7
grams of CO2 equivalent emissions
per megajoule.
The DNV GL figure comes from an
earlier Veerbeek study, in 2013, which
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was subsequently corrected after
Veerbeek had recognised errors in the
calculations, according to Lindstad.
It’s not a surprise that LNG looks
good in the DNV GL study, according to
Lindstad, but, the low figure makes a
big impact on the conclusions because
when using the low well-to-tank figure
it means that, even after including
quite significant methane slip, LNG is at
90% of the greenhouse impact of MGO,
explained Lindstad.
High pressure LNG systems can
achieve up to 35% CO2 reductions with
a slender ship design and improved
efficiency gains, while HFO with a
scrubber and exhaust gas recirculation
unit can achieve up to 20% reductions
in GHG emissions, but the low-pressure
LNG solution would “boost global
warming,” explained Lindstad.
In response to Lindstad’s criticisms
Christos Chryssakis, Business
Development Manager DNV GL
— Maritime, told Clean Shipping
International that the class society’s
2013 study and 2014 Position Paper
showed three scenarios, with wellto-tank emissions ranging from 9.7g
CO2eq/MJ (called LNG from Qatar),
15.1 g CO2eq/MJ (called FLNG) and
22.3 g CO2eq/MJ (called CNG).
According to Chryssakis, technology
has developed a great deal since 2013
and today’s two-stroke engines solve, to
a large extent, the methane slip problem.
“The next generation of engines will
actually be even better,” he says.
Chryssakis adds: “In my opinion, and
given the fact that there are technical
solutions for methane slip available,
this becomes really a question of
cost and not technology. The MAN
engines are currently more expensive.
However, they offer significant
reductions in GHG emissions. The
same should be expected by the new
generation of low-pressure engines,
which will most likely come with an
increased price tag.”
In a recent report ,UMAS, the
partnership between the University
College London (UCL) Energy Institute
and consultancy Matrans, warned that
shipping’s transition to zero carbon
could cost more than US$1.4tn.
UMAS warned of the high cost of
the transition to a low- or no-carbon

future for the industry, with some 87%
of the cost being borne by shore-based
industries and a smaller, but still
significant portion, of 13% expected to
be paid via the ship operators.
The UMAS report went on to say
that the scale of the cumulative
investment needed between 2030 and
2050 to achieve the IMO carbon targets
is approximately US$1-1.4tn, or on
average between $50-70bn annually
for 20 years. This estimate should be
seen in the context of annual global
investments in energy, which in 2018
amounted to US$1.85tn.
The report was based on the
assumption that ammonia, (NH3)
would be the carbon-free fuel of
choice for the industry, but the report
also states that, should hydrogen or
other synthetic fuels be developed it
would substantially alter the costs
for shipping.
Dr Tristan Smith, a reader in energy
and shipping at University College
London and one of the authors of the
UMAS report, told Clean Shipping
International that wind and other
renewable energy in the UK had been
financed by adding a small charge to
everyone’s bill and that infrastructure
cost was reducing fast, while nobody
asked governments to pay to build
refineries as part of the carbonbased infrastructure.
Smith adds: “The independent
proposal [to add a few dollars to the price
of fuel] by the International Chamber of
Shipping and the World Shipping Council
will not achieve change.”
According to Smith, the carbon price
is closer to US$300/tonne and that
could bring about new developments in
an industry that burns in excess of 300
million tonnes of fuel a year.
The most likely method of funding
would be through a kind of hybrid,
using public funds and a carbon charge
of between US$100-200/tonne of fuel.
Alternative maritime fuels will be
developed in the future, whether that
transition will include the use of LNG
will rely substantially on the price
of alternative fuels compared to the
demand and price for the gas. And
that will depend on the economic map
at the time — and that is a wait and
see scenario.
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The Industrial
revolution 4.0 is
in full swing and
the maritime
sector stands to
make significant
gains — if it can
work holistically
to harness its full
benefits

WHY SHIPPING
SHOULD STUDY
MACHINE LEARNING
As we hurtle towards a zero emissions
future, the challenge is no longer
availability of advanced technological
options, but rather figuring out what is and
isn’t useful. People getting excited by the
latest technology is all well and good, but if
it fails to simplify, is hard to implement or
isn’t practical, then little has been achieved.

DISRUPTION

Simon Whitford, Chief
Operating Officer,
GreenSteam

The legacy of the 2008 recession is still with
us today. World events, public and social
concerns combined with the tendency to
regulate, present a myriad of challenges for
owners and operators.
It was also in that year that the
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
began to formalise discussions around the
significant reduction of sulphur emissions
from shipping.
The 2020 sulphur cap represents the
first in a series of broad emissions-focused
steps towards the IMO’s 2050 goal to slash
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greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 50% of
2008 levels.
This is not the first time the industry has
had to adopt new higher standards of safety
and efficiency.
The next decade will prove critical if the
industry is to keep pace with the growing
demand for greener shipping solutions,
coming from industry bodies, government
organisations and society. Environmental
concerns have climbed to the top of the
agenda and the scientific evidence to back
climate claims speaks for itself. However,
with a large installed base of tonnage,
change takes time and the shipping industry
is cautious and sceptical when it comes to
making choices of significance.
Adversity to change is sometimes
unavoidable. Back in 2012, the introduction
of mandated Electronic Chart Display
and Information Systems,highlighted the
rigidity of some mindsets when it came to
upgrading paper charts to a digital version,
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Chasewell hybrid pilot vessel Carbon Trust Hybrid: new hybrid vessel in development

despite the evidenced safety and
efficiency benefits.
During these times of change and
uncertainty, those with a flexible
but challenging mindset have the
opportunity to gain most as “early
adopters”. Targeting GHG reduction,
delivering operational efficiencies by
using data and machine learning is
essential for the existing fleet and
newbuild vessels.

STATE OF THE NATION

In the wake of the sulphur cap
implementation, it would appear that
market analysis of fuel pricing is lining
up with previous predictions.
According to Maritime Strategies
International (MSI), the movement
in bunker prices in combination with
MSI forecasts for price spread levels
indicates that scrubber adopters look
set to reap financial benefits from high
sulphur fuel oil price. For low sulphur
fuels, the outlook is less certain, with

“Analysing,
understanding and
acting upon data
is what transforms
this process and
creates simple,
tangible business
outcomes. Machine
learning is
essential for this
to happen”

the first six-months of 2020 expected to
be turbulent for compliant fuel pricing.
Those who could afford to will have
already secured their compliant fuel
of choice for a fixed fee last year and
for owners looking to buy on the spot
markets, it is likely they will be paying
a premium. However, these are still
early days so we should be cautious.
In most cases, and certainly in the
case of meeting sulphur emission
regulations, compliance costs money.
Sitting in late January 2020, the
decision to invest in scrubbers looks
spectacular and the low sulphur-high
sulphur spread is now based on a
functioning market and therefore likely
to stay for the foreseeable future.
What is less certain are the external
factors — territories banning discharge
of scrubber water and supply impacted
by regulations limiting the carriage
of HFO. There are also legitimate
questions surrounding the readiness
and availability of alternative fuels
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such as ammonia and hydrogen
alongside the credentials of LNG as a
fossil fuel, particularly around methane
slip issues.
This is further compounded by the
trend to watch and wait, with early
adopters facing the risk of being locked
into a technology that gets surpassed
as regulations change. Canny investors
like to see others take the lead.
Fleetwide vessel performance
optimisation (VPO) needs consistent
focus, measurement and management.
It is a continuing process with a
strong element of human behaviour.
Unusually, the barrier to entry is often
almost zero — any investment in the
service is quickly returned through fuel
savings. Second, it addresses the root
cause of GHG emissions — by cutting
fuel consumption — every tonne of fuel
saves 3mt of CO2. It is hard to argue
against machine learning VPO as an
element of every vessel fleet’s path
towards IMO 2030 compliance.
Mystery around the topic often leads
to healthy scepticism, Embracing just
enough knowledge of machine learning
to understand why it the only feasible
future approach to VPO is vital for
owners and operators. But in order
to truly understand its significance,
we need to invest some time in to
understanding what it is, how it works
and how it can be applied effectively to
provide actionable insights.

BACK TO BASICS

While it may be perceived by some as
a passing phase, shipping and data
have a long-standing relationship.
The first publication of Lloyd’s List in
1734 is one of the earliest examples
of data collection for maritime. This
data provided the backbone for
successors to aggregate and develop
into insightful information, that went on
to inform the basis of future economic
studies, shaping shipping intelligence
as we know it.
Machine learning starts with data.
The oceans are awash with vessels
operating under all manner of
conditions. As noted above, collecting
data is not new to the industry and
neither is the challenge of transforming
data into simple, useful information.
Analysing, understanding and acting
upon data is what transforms this

process and creates simple, tangible
business outcomes. Machine learning
is essential for this to happen.
A suite of tools and algorithms
enable pattern recognition by computer
systems. The more data the machine
has access to, the more accurate it
becomes through constant revisions
and refinement. When it comes to using
this learning to inform operational
optimisation, machine learning helps
operators and owners establish how
a fleet functions at its most efficient
using historical and, in the case of newbuilds, real time data.
This information can then be used
as an indicator for future outcomes.
What this boils down to is fuel savings,
regardless of compliance route,
alongside greener operations by
optimising static and dynamic trim,
speed profiles and fouling.

REAL-WORLD APPLICATION

In terms of accepting data, machine
learning has very flexible dietary
requirements. At the simplest level, the
platform reads data from vessel noon
reports. Once the model is established,
it continues to learn with each day’s
new data. Worthwhile providers can
discuss cost effective upgrade paths
to invest simple data acquisition
equipment and transform the value of
the machine learning model’s output.
We see the path to better data
running parallel to behavioural
acceptance of alerts and
notifications on board — they
must progress together.
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Fitting a vessel with dataloggers
requires minimal downtime. Once
fitted, data can be accessed at very low
additional cost to operations. Prices of
sensors and communication costs have
fallen significantly over the past few
years and machine learning solutions
are now seen as very low operational
and capital expenditure, with a strong
return on investment.
Once a ship’s data has been
provided and a machine learning model
built, a dynamic performance baseline
is established and can be used to
target and measure potential saving.
If you were to consider a future
voyage speed optimisation (which is
currently in beta test), for example, the
machine learning platform performs
hundreds of thousands of simulations
along a particular route, which would
take into account how the vessel
behaves in the forecast sea state, wind,
currents, depth, and so on. The lowest
cost speed profile is then used by
the vessel.
Of course, this is all well and good,
however machine learning solutions
are only as effective as the human
designers, developers and analysts
that build them.
In general, operators and owners
should be on the lookout for highly
effective solutions based on the latest
technology from trusted advisers,
experienced in their field. Futureproofing investments has never been
more important, so proven success and
scalability are vital in order to ensure
long-term profitability from a solution.
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With further
legislation
looming this year
in the shape of
an Inventory of
Hazardous Materials,
it is essential
that shipowners
prepare for this
new requirement
that puts safety
firmly first

HANDLING
THE HAZARDS

Julien Dufour, CEO,
Verifavia Shipping

Compliance with mounting environmental
and safety legislation is the new normal
for shipping. While attention has rightly
focused on the much-anticipated 1 January
2020 global sulphur cap, at the end of this
year, a lesser understood regulation will
come into force. By 31 December 2020,
all ships over 500gt and above entering
a European Union port or anchorage will
require a valid and certificated Inventory
of Hazardous Materials (IHM) on board,
alongside a Certificate of Compliance
(if EU flagged) or Statement of Compliance
(if non-EU flagged) according to the
requirements of the 2013 EU Ship Recycling
Regulation (EU SRR).
Both the Hong Kong International
Convention and the EU SRR aim to regulate
the ship-recycling industry to ensure that
end-of-life vessels are dismantled safely,
minimising the impact to human health and
the environment.
The EU SRR prohibits or restricts the
installation and use of hazardous materials
— such as asbestos or ozone-depleting

substances — on board ships, as well as
making it mandatory for ships to carry
on board a certified IHM specifying the
location and approximate quantities of
those materials.
There is an increasing acceptance of
the importance of this legislation, in terms
of both environmental protection and
improving the often-appalling health and
safety standards endured by workers at
recycling facilities, particularly in South
Asia where 90% of the world’s vessels
are scrapped.
The IHM provides ship-specific
information on the actual hazardous
materials present on board in order to
protect health and safety for workers and
to prevent environmental pollution at ship
recycling facilities.
The purpose of IHM is not just to have
a document onboard, but at the end of
the vessel’s life, the ship recycler has this
document and understands that before
touching a particular segment of the vessel,
precautions should be taken before handling
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The Verifavia Shipping team perform an onboard sampling check for Zeaborn Ship Management. © Michael Suhr

those hazardous materials. This is
why it is so essential that surveys are
carried out independently and to the
highest standards.
Covering 15 substances, the
IHM is aimed at controlling and
documenting hazardous materials
on board ships and requires expert
knowledge to compile. Based in
Europe, Chandigarh, Singapore,
Panama, the US, Australia, Hong Kong
and China, Verifavia employs a team of
qualified hazmat experts who prepare
a Visual Ship Check Plan (VSCP)
before being dispatched onboard the
vessel to take samples of potentially
hazardous materials.
Working across the globe to ensure
availability at short notice, the majority
of these hazmat experts are former
seafarers. This ensures they have clear
procedural understanding, enabling
them to adapt to the ship’s schedule.
A fundamental understanding of
vessel operations, coupled with
extensive training and mentoring,
enables Verifavia to ensure quality and
consistency worldwide.
Once the samples have been
taken, they are then submitted to an
independent accredited laboratory for
analysis and the results are developed
into a report that is shared with a
class society for final onboard crosschecking and certification. Verifavia is
an approved IHM supplier for DNV GL,
Lloyds Register, IRS, ABS, the Korean
Register, and RINA, which also makes
the process as simple as possible for
vessel owners and managers.
This thorough process enables
identification of any hazardous

material that needs to be removed
and the location of these materials,
with the purpose of preparing the
ship for recycling. This ensures a
safe workplace for ship recycling
yard employees and any dangerous
substances on a ship, such as
asbestos, mercury, lead-containing
paints or polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) can be removed in a safe and
environmentally sound process.
If vessels are found to contain
certain hazardous materials that
measure above the determined
threshold, they must be removed,
although ultimately this decision
rests with the vessel’s flag state. For
example, if asbestos is found, SOLAS
regulations dictate that it must be
removed within three years during
a drydock, and this can only be
carried out by a specialist asbestos
removal company.
From 31 December 2020, in the EU,
for new and existing EU Flag Ships
and non-EU Flag vessels, port state
control officers will enquire about the
existence, approval, correctness and
maintenance of the IHM Certificate and
related documentation. It is essential
that vessels are prepared ahead of this
deadline. As a new legislation deadline,
it is likely to be front of mind.
Without an accurate and up-todate IHM, vessels may encounter
delays to voyages and safety issues
when modifying vessels with new
technology and equipment. Throughout
the operational life of a vessel, it is
essential for the IHM to be maintained.
This means that if any new or different
machinery or equipment is added to,
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removed or replaced, the IHM must
be updated by collection of suppliers’
declarations. To support owners and
operators, Verifavia Shipping offers
a digital solution to ensure the IHM
is constantly up to date, as well as
facilitating the renewal survey after
five years.
Throughout the entire IHM process,
independence is key. This will enhance
the credibility of the IHM as the
independent laboratories ensure
impartial results, and this prevents
conflicts of interest between the entity
(individual, company or organisation)
developing or updating the IHM and
those verifying the IHM on behalf
of the flag state. Professional and
progressive shipowners, operators and
managers are increasingly recognising
the potential conflict of interest if
the company taking the samples
is also testing those samples in its
own laboratories.
The deadline for acquiring a certified
IHM for all ships is approaching fast.
The key benefit of outsourcing the
IHM process is that ship owners and
operators need not worry about the
specifics of the IHM requirements as
the surveying company and certifying
body (class society) guide them
carefully through the process.
The industry’s commitment to safe
and environmentally sound practices
is coming under increasing scrutiny.
While the industry has yet another
regulation to contend with, finding the
right IHM supplier will ensure that
shipowners have peace of mind when
it comes to safeguarding not only the
environment, but also its people.
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Online
e-procurement
portal for
marine spares
and equipment,
ShipParts.com is
taking part in a
project to investigate
how additive
manufacturing —
more commonly
known as 3D
printing — could
revolutionise the
way in which spare
parts are procured
and delivered

The supply of spare pump impellers could be one of the first pieces of equipment offered through local 3D printing

ENTERING THE
THIRD DIMENSION
Digitalising procurement processes can
cut order processing time for spare parts
by 80%, according to ShipParts.com, a
key consideration for the marine industry,
where reducing off-hire time for ships
is critical.
The company has been operating for
some five years and has built up a client
base of more than 1,800 buyers and
around 17,000 sellers actively trading
on the platform. Sellers are from all
corners of the globe, including European,
American, Chinese, Japanese and Korean
manufacturers and partners.
Roy Yap, Shipparts.com chief growth
officer, foresees an even greater saving of
time in the near future with the growth of
3D printing technologies. “The technology
has the potential to revolutionise the spares
industry. Parts can be produced on demand,
close to demand location, bypassing the
time-consuming logistics, storage, shipping
and customs procedures,” he says.
Shipparts.com does not intend to become
a 3D printing company itself, but instead

partner with existing and future specialists
in or near ports around the world. So
rather than Shipparts.com sourcing a
part and sending it to the customer, it
would provide secure digital files to a 3D
printing specialist near to the customer,
reducing logistics.
Yap refers to a “triangle” of cost, quality
and speed. Currently with 3D printing
technology, an individual part made by
additive manufacturing is more expensive
than the equivalent off-the-shelf item,
“but that will certainly change in the
future,” Yap says. “3D printed parts will
be of equivalent quality. The original data
from which the part is manufactured is
identical in both cases and it is possible to
use a wide variety of metals and alloys, as
well as plastic-based materials, in the 3D
printing process.
“Currently, thoough, logistics become
involved and that takes time,” says Yap.
“If our manufacturers have to send a part
from an origin factory, where it is made,
to the destination port or shipyard, where
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the customer needs it, then there are
costs involved. If we just send the
secure data to a 3D manufacturing
hub at the port or shipyard, where
the data can be verified and the part
produced, the customer can receive
the parts within a much shorter
lead time.”
Another benefit of the 3D-printed
model is the significant reduction
in emissions, particularly carbon
emissions. Not only could energy
consumption from the manufacturing
process be reduced, but also
the entire logistics chain would
be streamlined, resulting in
fewer emissions from a reduced
transportation requirement.
Today, in particularly urgent cases,
parts have to be sent by air freight.
Yap says: “Cost is not an object in
emergency cases, where a ship may
be immobilised owing to a critical
spare. The speedier response offered
by 3D printing will improve uptime,
improving revenue (charter hire) and
reduce costs. We have more than five
years of data, so we know which parts
are fast moving. Pump impellers, for
example, readily lend themselves

to 3D printing.” Yap says that with
a multitude of different sizes and
designs, holding stock of a full range
of impellers is not cost effective, but
the ability to manufacture on demand
means the right part can be available
anywhere, quickly. It is fast-moving
parts like these that show the most
potential for 3D printing.
Size is not a problem. Yap cites
a project at the University of Maine,
which produced a 7.62m long
vessel using what is claimed to
be the world’s largest 3D-printed
boat, using a plastic/wood fibre
composite material.
Although this printing machine
is only suitable for non-metallic
parts, there is a lot of investment in
the technology, which is developing
rapidly. A “technology leap” in metallic
3D printing processes is anticipated by
2022, based on the current amount of
investment and R&D.
While the question of intellectual
property is bound to rise, Yap says
the legal framework exists to protect
digital files and drawings, although it
hasn’t yet been fully explored in the
3D print world. But as 3D printing
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gains momentum, it will learn
from existing copyright and patent
protection laws.
“It will always be possible to
produce ‘pirate’ parts, which a few
unscrupulous channels might use,
and 3D printing will not change
that. The answer is to always use a
reputable supplier.”
The parts offered through
Shipparts.com are from genuine
manufacturer’s and approved
traders. This means that when
3D printing arrives, any data supplied
by and downloaded from ShipParts.
com will be guaranteed as genuine.
“Our reputation depends on it,”
he says.
There will be some early adopters,
although most will wait and see
how the market developed. But as
the benefits become apparent,
additive manufacturing is likely
to progressively become the norm
for a wide variety of spare parts
and equipment.
The benefits of manufacturing
on-site will not only offer speed; not
having to ship physical items will
contribute to decarbonisation.
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Of the many
challenges facing
shipowners, whether
it is tougher
regulations or rising
operating costs,
there is much to
gain by looking
below the waterline
Barnacles, one of the key contributors to “hard”
biofouling on vessel hulls. © I-Tech

WHY HULL FOULING
IS A DRAG

Philip Chabane,
CEO of I-Tech

In 2020, as the industry moves
from tackling sulphur to carbon and
simultaneously begins tackling the
challenges of shipping in a changing
climate, it is crucial that no stone is
unturned when it comes to improving
environmental practices.
Biofouling, particularly “hard” fouling
barnacles, is becoming an increasingly
urgent problem, exacerbated by expanding
biofouling “hotspots”. Paint manufacturers
find themselves facing more scrutiny around
antifouling coating performance. However,
this is a technology sector where innovation
thrives in the face of new challenges.

PRESSURES FROM FUEL

Some of the immediate spillover from the
entry into force of the IMO Global Sulphur
Cap 2020 this year is the subsequent rise
in the price of marine fuels as the industry
looks to recover from this previously
unexperienced seismic shock. With fuel
costs representing 50-60% of total vessel
operating costs and with warnings emerging

about potential rises in the cost of compliant
fuels, the pressure is on profit margins to
weather the bunker fuel price onslaught.
To illustrate the impact of the pressure
created by fuel costs, consider an example
of a large modern containership on the
Trans-Pacific trade route with a capacity of
7,751TEU. On average, it is likely to burn 217
tonnes of fuel per day. Therefore, the bill for
compliant fuel with a max sulphur content
of 0.5%, such as very low sulphur fuel oil
(VLSFO), for a 28-day round journey would
be in the region of US$3.4m, around $1.6m
more than a similar vessel burning the
heavy fuel oil (HFO) IFO380 in 2019.
This fuel bill pressure may increase
further as time goes on and the impact of the
IMO Global Sulphur Fuel Cap 2020 becomes
greater. The push for cleaner fuel use is also
likely to continue to push up the price of ship
fuels even further. A recent study conducted
by the UK commercial advisory service
University Maritime Advisory Services
(UMAS) and the Getting to Zero coalition
predicted that a future greenhouse gas
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(GHG)-free fuel could cost as much as
$800 per tonne. With high costs likely
to come over the horizon, mitigating
those costs is essential — including
reducing drag by having a clean hull.

RISKS INTENSIFY

Biofouling exists in two key forms:
macro (hard) and micro (soft).
Microfouling consists of a biological
slime of algae and bacteria.
Macrofouling is shell-building animals
including barnacles and mussels,
and plants such as weeds. Barnacles
are one of the most common fouling
hard organisms that can severely
impact operational costs if adequate
protection of the hull is not in place.
As soon as barnacle larvae have
the possibility to attach to a ship hull,
even when a ship is idling for a short
period of time, they glue themselves
to the surface and create a calciferous
bottom plate, from which they build
up walls around their soft body that
form the shell. It is the shell of the
adult barnacles that creates surface
turbulence, known as frictional
resistance, when water flows across
the hull as a ship is sailing.
For a ship of any size with
barnacle fouling on the hull, higher
fuel consumption to maintain a given
speed or lower speeds at a maintained
power will occur.

The heavily fouled hull of a vessel, a big commercial risk to the performance and efficiency of a vessel.
© Safety4Sea

CHANGING LOCATIONS

“Antifouling
technology has
a crucial role to
play in building
a smarter,
sustainable future
for the shipping
industry. By
lessening the risk
of biofouling, this
technology group
can make, and
already is making,
a quantifiable
difference
to reducing
emissions at sea”
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Since the 1990s, global trade
patterns have shifted. A dominating
portion of seaborne trade is
increasingly frequenting ports
located in warmer, tropical or
sub-tropical waters where the
biofouling risk has intensified.
Vessels spending an increasing
amount of time sitting in biofouling
hotspots run the risk of accruing
barnacle fouling on the hull with great
detriment to vessel performance and
fuel efficiency as a result.
Furthermore, as the boundaries of
fouling hotspots expand, more vessels
are likely to find themselves located in
high risk biofouling zones.
As waters warm and provide perfect
conditions for barnacles to thrive and
multiply, they are presenting more
of a challenge to the industry than
ever before. It is crucial for owners to
be more aware of these challenges,
how they are intensifying and, more
importantly, the advanced technologies
available to tackle them.

IDLE DANGERS

It is only when a ship is sat still in the
water that barnacle fouling can occur
— and it doesn’t take long for barnacle
larvae to approach the hull surface.
This means that ships sat in port
loading or unloading cargo for short
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Barnacle larvae is repelled by Selektope®
© I-Tech

periods of time are at risk, in addition
to those idling for long periods of time.
It not just existing ships to which
the danger of being idle applies.
Shipyards are also suffering the effects
of intensifying biofouling, particularly
those located in warmer waters with
vessels laying idle for long periods
during the outfitting process suffering
the effects of intense fouling.
Here, barnacles are the number
one enemy, with some newbuild
ships leaving the yard for sea
trials with troublesome calcareous
barnacle fouling playing havoc
during these tests. This is often
due to the 60M antifouling systems
applied not being able to offer the
superior hard fouling prevention
performance required under the
super-intense static conditions in
the biofouling hotspot.

PROTECTION NEEDED

Antifouling technology has a crucial
role to play in building a smarter,
sustainable future for the shipping
industry. By lessening the risk of
biofouling, coupled with the advent
of developed insights surrounding
data and standards that allow us to
accurately measure performance
(ISO 19030 — measurement of
changes in hull and propeller
performance), this technology
group can make, and already is
making, a quantifiable difference
to reducing emissions at sea.
New antifouling concepts are being
developed in R&D centres around the
world, funded by significant investment
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The effects of Selektope® on the build-up of barnacles © I-Tech

from the coating manufacturers. One
highly innovative approach that has
positively disrupted the antifouling
coatings sector during the past
decade is a biotechnology that
repels barnacles from the hull
with non-fatal effect.
Selektope®, developed by Swedish
biotechnology company I-Tech AB, is an
organic, non-metal active agent added
to antifouling coatings that works to
prevent barnacle fouling by temporarily
activating the swimming behaviour of
barnacle cyprid larvae, repelling them
from the hull surface.
This unique antifouling active
agent is characterised by its selective
precision, efficiency at extremely low
concentrations and its ability to be
used alongside any other biocides in
a self-polishing antifouling coating
type formulation. As it is an organic
compound, it is metabolised by the
barnacle larvae, returning them to
completely normal function after a
few hours.
Paints with Selektope® added
allow vessels to be idle for longer
before fouling becomes problematic
— it is a technology that can be
regarded as being a form of risk
management insurance for this
reason. It is equally effective in
static and low-activity vessels such
as bulkers and tankers, but also
for high-activity vessels such as
container ships, cruise ships and
ferries, and can give a peace of mind
that vessel efficiency is not at risk
following any period of idling,
anywhere in the world.

To date, more than 300 vessels
are reaping the added insurance
benefit against barnacle fouling that
Selektope® delivers.
In harnessing this relatively new
innovation, coating manufacturers are
today able to offer smarter antifouling
coatings that provide added insurance
against barnacle fouling for any ships,
sailing any trade routes with longer
protection against barnacle fouling
when idling than ever before.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Cutting carbon emissions will be an
unavoidable necessity post 2020 and
owners and charterers are likely to
use various benchmarks, including ISO
19030, to demand greater performance
transparency and to accurately identify
the impact of hull fouling on fuel
consumption, speed loss, emissions
and even invasive aquatic species
transfer risk.
In tandem, marine coatings need
to deliver superior performance
against biofouling in intensifying
and varying conditions, and in doing
so support shipping’s environmental
ambitions, while maintaining
high performance.
Barnacle fouling is a key part
of the reducing-biofouling-equalsreducing-fuel-consumption-plus
emissions-equation.
By adopting antifouling coatings
that have added Selektope® protection
included, vast volumes of fuel and
emissions could be saved in what will
be an energy- and fuel-critical future
for shipping.
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WHAT’S ON
2020
MARCH
4th - 6th
ARGUS BIOMASS ASIA

11th - 12th
SHIPPING 2030 EUROPE
Copenhagen, Denmak
maritime.knect365.com

Singapore
www.argusmedia.com

17th - 19th

4th

WORLD PORTS
CONFERENCE 2020

SUSTAINABLE AND SAFE
PASSENGER SHIPS

www.worldportsconference.com

Antwerp, Belgium

Athens, Greece
www.rina.org.uk

18th

18th - 20th

3RD SAFETY4SEA
CYPRUS FORUM

ASIA PACIFIC MARITIME 2020
This has peen postponed due to
Coronavirus NOW 30.09.2020
Singapore
nmexporters.no

10th - 12th
GST EUROPE
(GREEN SHIP TECHNOLOGY)
Copenhagen
maritime.knect365.com
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Limassol, Cyprus
events.safety4sea.com

24th - 27th
OTC ASIA 2020 (OFFSHORE
TECH CONFERENCE)
Malaysia
2020.otcasia.org
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Listen to the sea

25th - 26th

MAY

EUROPEAN FUELS MARKETS &
REFINING STRATEGY
CONFERENCE

12th - 14th

Vienna, Austria

EUROPORT ROMANIA

www.wplgroup.com

Romania
www.europort.nl

31st - 2nd
CMA SHIPPING

27th-28th

Connecticut, USA

FERRY SHIPPING SUMMIT

globalmaritimehub.com

Amsterdam
www.ferryshippingsummit.com

24th - 26th
BLACK SEA PORTS
AND SHIPPING

19th-21st

Istanbul, Turkey
www.transportevents.com

www.navalia.es

APRIL

12th-14th

1st - 3rd
SHIPPAX FERRY CONFERENCE, 2020

Posidonia

Copenhagen-Oslo-Copenhagen

1-5 June 2020

22nd-24th

Metropolitan Expo, Athens Greece

NAVALIA
Vigo, Spain

www.shippaxferryconference.com

20th - 23rd
SEATRADE CRUISE
GLOBAL 2020
Miami, USA
www.seatradecruiseglobal.com

2020 FERRY SAFETY AND
TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE

BALTIC PORTS AND SHIPPING
Lubeck, Germany
www.transportevents.com

28th-29th
ESPO
Oslo
www.espo-conference.com

JUNE
1st - 5th
POSIDONIA 2020
Athens, Greece
posidonia-events.com

New York

2nd - 4th

ferrysafetyconference.squarespace.com

GREEN TECH
Montreal, Canada

20th - 24th
ARCTIC SHIPPING FORUM

green-marine.org

Helsinki, Finland

9th - 11th

10times.com

SEAWORK

The International Shipping Exhibition

Southampton, UK

Organisers: Posidonia Exhibitions SA, e-mail: posidonia@posidonia-events.com

www.seawork.com

www.posidonia-events.com
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LAST WORD

LNG — THE SHAPE OF
DEBATES TO COME
It is reasonable to assume that the debate
among the scientists at DNV GL and Sintef,
which can be read in this publication, over the
effectiveness of liquefied natural gas (LNG)
as a transitional fuel is a fierce exchange
between two dedicated organisations and
their passionate employees.
The debate over LNG is likely to continue
through the first half of this decade and will
be resolved either by the development of
low-carbon fuels or the design of a significantly
more efficient LNG supply chain and engines
— and, consequently, the take-up of the new
technology by savvy owners.
To some extent, it can be argued that using
LNG to power vessels, reducing noise pollution
and increasing efficiencies in the hotel loads,
particularly in the air conditioning units, are
all evidence of the industry’s shift towards a
cleaner, ecologically more benign operation.
There is, however, much more work to be done
and no part of the shipping industry should be
resting on its laurels.
The challenge for the shipping sector as a
whole is to reduce carbon emissions by 50%
of 2008 levels, at the latest by 2050. That is
a challenge that needs to be met with hard
action. Some in the maritime sector still
believe that the industry is being made a
scapegoat for the ills of the earth. Whether
or not climate change is caused partly by
shipping is no longer part of the debate. The
decision has been made and those that do not
modernise will be left behind.
It is becoming increasingly clear that,
for many operators, the cost of reducing
emissions by half is not greater to reducing
emissions totally. A new fuel will be needed in
either case. Shipowners and operators might
fare better if they keep this in mind and look to
optimise their use of zero carbon fuels as they
become available.
DNV GL’s stance, that owners should build
flexible vessels that can be adapted for any
eventuality, may well hold water. Others argue
that preparing to fail by utilising a carbonbased fuel is not an option.
The key to this debate, then, is whether or
not zero emission fuels and the infrastructure
to deliver them will be available in time to

meet the milestones set by IMO.
Many in the maritime sector have worked
hard to change that perception of the industry
as an aggressively dispassionate polluter,
including, but not exclusively, the secretary
general of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) and those delegates that
pushed and won the major victory of declaring
tough carbon targets in 2018.
Regulation has an important role in the
development of clean shipping. It means that
any costs associated with the implementation
of clean regulations, such as the IMO 2020
sulphur cap enforced from 1 January this year,
are shared by the whole industry, making sure
that market forces are not distorted.
It is for this reason that Shell, of all
companies, called for a carbon levy that would
encourage the development of new fuels
and make the costs of operating on those
fuels similar to those for operating on oil. Of
course Shell, like other customers, will have
to pay the price for the increased cost. That is
a different discussion. Shipping will have to
find a method to meet its targets, as will all
other industries.
Debates within shipping — honest open
discussions such as the current deliberations
over the value of LNG as a transitional fuel —
will benefit all and are welcome because they
serve to enlighten those non-scientists who
still play an important role in the industry.
The dispute demonstrates that the industry
is making serious deliberations to achieve the
climate goals that will offer global benefits.
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HE TAKES
CARE OF YOUR
INSTALLATION
LIKE IT WAS
HIS OWN

Read more at www.wartsila.com/exhaust-treatment

At your service: 19,000 professionals in 200 locations, with leading
technological knowhow and certified OEM expertise. A comprehensive
digital approach is used for optimising operations and enabling growth.

Make the best choice
www.yaramarine.com

